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We dig into the risks and
opportunities for all the key
players: Internet portals, content
providers, wireless network
operators, wireless ASPs,
service providers, and
equipment manufacturers.

Wireless is transforming itself
from mobile voice to the
ultimate media. Applications,
personalization, connectivity,
and mobility are aligning to
make wireless the epicenter
of content and e-commerce.

Please refer to important disclosures at the end of this report.
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The Mobile Internet Report
Remember That…

Five years ago, who could’ve imagined buying a book or
choosing a restaurant with a Palm? Most of us still had
analog phones. Ten years ago, who could’ve imagined that
we’d go to AOL and Yahoo! for information instead of the
evening news? Most of us were decidedly off line.
…A Sea Change…

Wireless is changing, in a major way. The mobile Internet
is the most radical development since Marconi invented
wireless telegraphic radio communication in 1894, in our
opinion. A confluence of technical leaps in devices, networks, and applications is setting the stage for wireless to
become the ultimate media. Your omnipresent mobile
wireless device will be able to serve every form of today’s
media, from text to music to video, ushering in radical new
applications and business models. Connectivity to enterprises should drive sales and profitability to new heights.
The opportunity size of the mobile Internet is enough to
make an investor tremble.

ices, specialized business services, or wireless Internet
infrastructure services, the entire mobile Internet universe
is relevant. The hard part is determining the meaning and
structure of each piece in order to try to determine what
wins, and what doesn’t. Topics discussed in detail in this
report include:
Content - Increasing Internet and intranet content is going
wireless, and exciting new wireless-specific content is being developed - all without 3G. We don’t see 3G content
until 2003.
Services & Applications - The killer application is wireless connectivity to content and popular applications like email. Caveat: until precise location-based technology is in
place, many mobile e-commerce services are stalled.
Portals - A pervasive portal wins, but no one has done it
right yet, in our view. There are good and bad things about
the wireless efforts of wired Internet players, network operators, and independent wireless portals.

…Takes Time

The euphoria surrounding the collision of the Internet and
wireless communications is well deserved, but good things
take time. The only trembling investors have done lately is
at the sober realization that the enormous complexity of the
mobile Internet is going to prevent an overnight windfall.
The next generation, or 3G, faces an incredibly daunting
series of technical upgrades to network and system infrastructure, as well as devices. Undoubtedly, this technical
challenge will result in delayed service rollouts, service
outages, and even a few bankruptcies. But the end of the
path is Nirvana — or some very big market capitalizations.
The mobile Internet is here, and a user can do incredible
things today, but expectations need to be set so that it’s not
like a DVD and a T1 stuffed into your mobile phone —
yet. Content, applications, and services are going to be
distinctly different from those available on the wired Internet for quite some time. But this doesn’t mean that a significant revenue opportunity isn’t already under way.
Key Findings of the Mobile Internet Industry

Investors in mobile wireless Internet services have to asses
a wide landscape of technical and competitive issues surrounding the seemingly easy task of moving a bit of data
from a content source to a mobile device. To invest in the
best service providers, either mass market consumer servWireless Data Services – October 2000
Please refer to important disclosures at the end of this report.

Internet Service Providers - Consumers have several
ways to get online wirelessly. Access is cheap enough to
drive serious adoption. An open Internet philosophy and
ability to bookmark sites is becoming widespread.
Gateway Infrastructure - New breed of wireless ASPs
(application service providers) are solving complexities.
Partnering with traditional software developers and systems integrators is necessary to drive adoption.
Networks - Packet in the US already, and about to get
faster. Traffic potential is enormous, growing from peakhour bandwidth of 1Gbps in 2000 to nearly 7Gbps in 2010.
Carriers must build more bandwidth. Bluetooth data
speeds of 500-1,000kbps, exceeding even 3G speeds, and
could be an effective way around bottlenecks. Bluetooth
could also take location exclusivity away from carriers.
Devices - Handspring VisorPhone ushers in a new era of
device convergence. Every month, devices get smaller and
more powerful, with better battery life. Better devices are
key for user adoption.
Economics & Projections - Mobile Internet users exceed
wired Internet users by 2006. Mobile Internet industry
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revenues of nearly $15 billion in 2005, $60 billion in 2010.
Wireless ASP revenues add another $2 billion in 2005 and
$12 billion in 2010. Data represents ARPU upside of 30–
40% for carriers. Our models are significantly below the
levels already being experienced by Japanese carriers.

Valuation - Stocks are significantly off highs despite evidence of value creation. Most business plans do not overlap, and those that do have enough market opportunity to
succeed.

Mobile Internet Universe
Piecing Together the Components

The mobile Internet experience has many parallels to the
wired Internet, but the multiplicity of networks, devices,
and protocols adds another layer of complexity. At the outset, it is important to distinguish that data can be mobile
(but not wireless) or wireless (but not mobile). This report
is about mobile wireless data and its convergence with the
wired Internet, which we refer to as the mobile Internet. In
particular, the specific focus of this report is mobile Internet
service. We will touch on the elements underlying service
(software, devices, network equipment), but these topics
will be addressed in more detail in a future report by our
global mobile Internet research team. In Exhibit 1 below,
we lay out the key components of the mobile Internet universe along a spectrum from the user’s device to the content. Any mobile Internet service relies on each of these
components, and investment opportunities exist along the

spectrum. Investors should note that some companies can
combine two or more of these components in their business
plan, and this bundling can occur from one end of the spectrum to the other.
In the sections that follow, we dig deeper into each of these
components in the order presented in Exhibit 1. We start
with the various sources of wireless content. Next, we
analyze services that use this content, the portals that face
the content, and the service providers that give users access
to the mobile Internet. We then explore the wireless data
gateway infrastructure and the digital conversion of content
for a wireless network, along with other aspects of network
service and application hosting. Finally, today’s wireless
networks are outlined along with their evolutionary path to
third-generation (3G) capabilities, with a corresponding
discussion of wireless mobile user devices.

Exhibit 1

Mobile Internet Universe
MOBILE DEVICE
Laptops PDAs
Phones Pagers

CONTENT
Media - Intranet - Internet

Connectivity & Navigation

Interface
SERVICE PROVIDERS
& PORTALS

Transport

WIRELESS NETWORK
Cellular PCS
ESMR CDPD
DataTAC Mobitex
Paging Ricochet

Source

APPLICATIONS
GATEWAY INFRASTRUCTURE
Transmission
Data Translation, Formatting,
Compression, Routing
Services
Application & Content Hosting,
Integration, Synchronization
Security, Location,
Customer Support
Enablement

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
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Horizontal
(Consumer)

Vertical
(Business)

Utility
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Content
It’s What You Want

Wireless data, like all media, is about connecting a person
to the content they want to see or use. While today’s wireless presentation of content may differ from the same content distributed through today’s publishing, broadcast, or
cable media outlets, the essence is the same. That is, the
letters and numbers you see or hear are maintained. As
wireless network bandwidth increases, and as mobile wireless devices gain processing power and capabilities, the
mobile Internet user’s experience is going to improve exponentially.
We believe that it is important to distinguish between the
mobile wireless content that is unfolding in today’s narrowband environment and the kinds of content that will be
available in a broadband world. Investors or users that expect a wireless experience today that is as rich as a digital
home theatre are going to be disappointed, while those who
recognize the potential should be impressed and rewarded.
Within a few years, today’s monochrome mobile Internet
experience will be replaced by CD-quality audio and fullcolor streaming video. At that point, content possibilities
for wireless should encompass the entire base of traditional
media and also include even more dynamic wireless-only
content that takes into consideration the location of the user.
Even then, however, the wireless experience will always lag
the wireline experience due to bandwidth limitations. The
compelling opportunity, in our opinion, is that wireless can
serve up many forms of media in a single device.

thermore, enterprise applications that generate such information are only increasing the size of enterprises’ databases. Since intranet content is most likely behind a
firewall at the enterprise, there are security and integration
issues that must be met before the value of the content is
realized wirelessly. As we discuss later, this is creating a
large opportunity for wireless ASPs.
Mass-Market Wireless Content Sources

We believe that today’s news bureaus, publishers, and entertainment companies will continue to dominate the generation of valuable content: Walt Disney, Viacom, TimeWarner, Hearst, Condé Nast, Liberty Media, Dow Jones,
Reuters, News Corp., Bloomberg, BBC, Associated Press,
and countless others. These companies are experts at creating attractive, useful, and entertaining content. The emergence of the Internet as a new medium extends the reach of
these traditional content sources through repackaging with
new media companies such as AOL and Yahoo!, which
have created their own content through community groups
and other unique services. These traditional and new media
companies must not only make their content available for
wireless (either in-house or through a wireless ASP), but
they must also make it available to the wireless user. Accordingly, we expect to see either a series of proprietary or
common relationships between each content source and
each wireless service provider, or a syndicator/aggregator
emerge for content distribution.
Wireless-Specific Content

The Internet and Corporate Intranets

Without the Internet, wireless data wouldn’t have the potential it does today. Simply, the Internet has created an
immeasurable mass of digital content. The Internet is also
teaching the world’s population to look for information
through new means (Web sites, e-mail) rather than traditional means (the morning paper, the evening news).
Wireless data services are a progression and an extension of
the Internet’s power. Old content is being digitized and, at
the margin, new content is being generated straight to Internet protocols. Both of these trends conspire to virtually
guarantee an availability of wireless data content. Furthermore, intranets within small and large enterprises have also
created a mass of electronic content to be shared by users
dispersed across many functional and geographic areas.
More importantly, its users most often regard this information as vital to the conduct of business (e-mail, new contact
information, market news, and competitive moves). FurWireless Data Services – October 2000
Please refer to important disclosures at the end of this report.

Content is now emerging that is originated and tailored explicitly for the mobile Internet. Virtually all of these content services seek to leverage mobility, wireless connectivity, hyper-personalization, location, and a mobile user’s
short browsing time. The philosophy of the business models we are seeing is appropriate, we believe, to the nature of
the wireless experience, which is about leveraging short
periods of free time (15 seconds to 15 minutes) to be productive or entertained while waiting for something or someone. Developers seem to be realizing that the mobile Internet is not akin to booting up a PC and surfing online for an
hour; it’s about having five minutes to be productive or entertained. We believe that the mobile Internet will not be
used for Web surfing in today’s sense of the word, where
the experience is about creating your own course along a
trail of page views. On the contrary, we believe that the
mobile Internet is more like hunting: you know what you’re
looking for, you use tools to track it down, you get it in your

MORGAN STANLEY DEAN WITTER

sights, and you click the “#” key on your device. The mobile Internet will undoubtedly entertain, and surfing it is still
fun, but the primary purpose will be utility.
Wireless Content Groundswell

A large portion of wireless utility will come from locationbased services, but it is important for investors to realize
that useful location-based information isn’t yet available,
and probably won’t be for two or three years. This represents a significant gating factor for mobile e-commerce applications and services that plan to rely on accurate position
data to serve highly targeted content. We don’t think the
absence of such information will diminish the popularity of
the wireless Web, but we believe that it will slow its adoption. Nevertheless, Japan’s NTT DoCoMo does not use any
specific location technology other than very proximate base
stations, but this hasn’t stopped 19,279 Web sites and services from being launched for i-Mode service.
It is interesting to look at the wireless-specific content that
has evolved in the US and internationally given the relative
wireless and PC penetration levels of the two. There are
many wireline Internet content sources that have evolved in
the US that were (or are) destined to be wireless services.
Conversely, in Europe and Asia, lower PC penetration has
seen such services launch straight to mobile phones on SMS
services or WAP, bypassing the wireline Internet altogether.
Examples of such services include: Citykey, Digitalbridges.com, Upoc, Indiqu, MobileID, Myalert.com, Picofun, Telespatial, Go2Online, Vindigo, Wcities.com, and Webraska. Information about these and other companies can
be found in Appendix 1.
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around the wireless data industry. The problem, in our
opinion, is one of investors setting currently unattainable
expectations. Today’s wireless data users are decidedly
narrowband and can’t sign up for wireless data service today and expect to see the equivalent of DVD at broadband
speeds on their mobile phone (yet that is what much of the
industry advertising implies).
Suspending reality for a moment, however, yields some
exciting glimpses into the future. We will be networked to
an incredible extent, from the personal area networks
around our body and its devices, to local area networks
around our home or office, to wide area networks while on
the move. Within this framework, the mobile wireless appliance that we carry will be our most personal point of
contact because it will be on or about our person constantly
and serve as the most oft-used tool for record keeping and
organization. It will enable many forms of outgoing and
incoming communication, and deliver plain old voice telephony and a full suite of media products. In the “old
days,” media was generated and distributed as seen in Exhibit 2. The radical step for the media industry, in our
opinion, is that wireless will be able to handle it all.
Exhibit 2

Wireless: The Ultimate Media
Media
Video
Music
Print
Internet

Creative
Actor/Producer
Artist/Performer
Author
Developer

Content
Syndicator
Label
Publisher
Portal

Old Distribution New Distribution
TV/Cable
Wireless
Station/Record
Wireless
Paper/Magazine
Wireless
ISP
Wireless

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Coming Soon to a Video Phone Near You
Wireless is The Ultimate Media

If the mobile wireless Internet follows the traditional media
model, then existing media content will gravitate to wireless
as another distribution pipe alongside content that is established specifically for wireless. Historically, broadcast station owners, publishers, and cable companies have created
their own content and have also created cross-content for
each other’s media. The Internet was a new distribution
network that sparked its own content and also attracted a
presence from traditional media. Now the cycle has turned
such that even AOL is getting into television. Wireless is
next, in our opinion. With greater bandwidth, network
interoperability, micro-location information, advanced synchronization applications, and smarter mobile devices, it is
very easy to conjure up heretofore-unimagined wireless data
applications. In fact, the “gee whiz” product simulations
from industry participants are generating much of the hype
Wireless Data Services – October 2000
Please refer to important disclosures at the end of this report.

Tests of future wireless systems have already served up
every form of today’s media in its original form. That is, a
mobile wireless device can display text (print), play a
breaking news story (video), play a hit song (music), and
search out a Web site (Internet). No other media has this
power. We believe that this will significantly alter traditional content creation and distribution methods, and we are
already seeing companies such as PacketVideo and RealNetworks, which are developing video delivery systems and
content for wireless. Entities like Atom Films, TimeWarner, Marvel Entertainment, and Riot Entertainment are
already developing screen icons, trading cards, games, music, chat, and short films for wireless devices. What is important to keep in mind, however, is that we don’t expect
wireless to deliver any of the above media as well as the
original form. Wireless may be used a great deal for certain
things, but it probably won’t ever recreate the human expe-
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rience of a big-screen TV, a top-end stereo system, a glossy
magazine, or a broadband Internet surfing experience. Can
you imagine watching Jaws or grazing Architectural Digest
on a mobile device? It may be convenient and entertaining,
but it won’t be as resonant as the original.
Mobile Wireless Advertising

A new media like wireless is destined to attract advertising,
itself a form of content. The proliferation of mobile wireless devices, like other media before it, taps into one of the
deepest roots of America, commerce, which drove our
founding fathers and will certainly continue to drive mobile
e-commerce on Madison Avenue, in our opinion. We aren’t
yet seeing material wireless advertising because, under
many of today’s wireless data pricing models, the user is
paying by the kilobyte for relatively slow network speeds
and, hence, won’t tolerate the extra time or usage required
for advertising. Furthermore, most of today’s mobile devices don’t offer optimal “real estate” for advertising, especially for graphical representations of logos.
We see three distinct advertising models unfolding: 1)
broadcast advertising to the whole user base; 2) advertising
targeted to specific location or demographic; and 3) “yellow
page” advertising targeted in response to customer queries.
All of these models must recognize that wireless is not just
another media distribution channel — it’s a radically different medium that has enormous rewards such as location, but
significant risks such as the deficiency of credible measurement information. At the outset, it will be difficult to
convince some advertisers that they can earn a return on
investment, while we believe that others will jump right in.
Advertisers will also have to think and create within the
bounds of the medium, which is even more restrictive than
the wired Internet today. As broadband and video unfold, it
will only become easier for traditional advertisers to take
tried-and-true Madison Avenue approaches in the wireless
space. We expect the wireless advertising pioneers to be
extremely creative and savvy.
Expectations for Wireless Advertising

Ultimately, increased bandwidth should enable advertisers
to deploy their current traditional media campaigns into the
wireless space. In the meantime, however, the unsold space
in the wired Internet is a good indicator of what could be
coming for wireless: very low CPMs (cost per thousand) to
reflect the abundance of potential advertising space. The
only advantage wireless has is that the placement can be so

Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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much more targeted and relevant, especially by combining
attributes of the Internet and wireless such that an advertiser
can know a user’s movement both in terms of online actions
and mobile location. The advertiser may also know exactly
whom they’re reaching if customers “opt in” to receive advertising and release their specific personal location information. We expect opt-in to drive much of mobile advertising, and the Wireless Advertising Association has already
taken anti-spam measures by opposing advertisements
without the explicit permission of subscribers.
We don’t expect most advertisers to use the wireless media
for branding campaigns since the nature of wireless media
use will be more about hunting for content or information,
which limits impression potential. Instead, we expect
wireless advertising to be tailored to action and response.
Wireless advertising can be more tangible than Internet advertising because it reaches consumers when their feet are
on the street and they can be steered into brick-and-mortar
stores to see (and buy) real goods. In many ways, wireless
advertising may end up following some of the outdoor advertising model, where many billboards are directional in
nature and reach people when they are mobile, and that mobility can be directed toward a good. Similarly, we believe
that the yellow page model will also be prevalent in wireless
advertising at the outset since, often, a wireless user is not
lost but is, rather, searching something out: An advertisement that fills a need (proximity, price, etc.) will be valuable.
Wireless Advertising Is Already Here

Wireless advertising is farther along its lifecycle than many
think. The Wireless Advertising Association was recently
formed with the help of the Internet Advertising Bureau to
foster industry growth by establishing voluntary guidelines
addressing key industry issues. Furthermore, advertisingsupported wireless actually exists commercially today.
Spotcast has leased its technology to SmartTone and PeoplesTel in Singapore, and users get 4 minutes of free calls if
they listen to 40 seconds of advertising: This has attracted
140,000 users combined over a period of a few months.
This is not a total ad-driven model since the free airtime is
on top of existing monthly access, but it indicates some demand. SingTel and France’s Cegetel are expected to unveil
a totally free model later this year or early next year. We
believe that the ad-driven model will be attractive for people with more time than money.
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Services & Applications
Defining Services

Wireless services and portals are the second derivative of
content: They are how content is offered up to a mobile
Internet user, driven by an underlying software application.
For the applications discussed below, a user doesn’t intuitively purchase the application in isolation (generally, they
can’t anyway). For example, a consumer can’t go out to the
local electronics store, walk up to the counter, and say,
“Hello. I’d like to purchase an instant messaging application.” Rather, they purchase a service that features an application. It is the service that drives the decision-making
process. A bunch of code rolled into a computer program
for instant messaging is useless if you’re not part of a service that links others with the same application. Often, the
end user doesn’t even know the application developer, since
the consumer was marketed to, provisioned, supported,
authenticated, and billed by the actual service provider.
The same relationships generally hold true for enterprises,
although larger ones may have the in-house IT resources to
purchase applications outright and deploy them internally.
For other enterprises, the application is purchased from an
application service provider (ASP). In this section, when
we talk about services under today’s industry structure, we
are not talking about mobile service providers. The distinction is that mobile service providers give a user access to
the mobile Internet, while services (based on applications)
determine what a user does when they are online. Many
mobile service providers also offer their own services and

Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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portals, most of which form the bulk of what is available
wirelessly today. As the mobile Internet evolves, we see
many new services unfolding around existing and wirelessspecific content.
Market Segmentation

Wireless data services exist in two primary market segments: vertical and horizontal. When we speak of vertical
markets, we are referring to industry-specific applications
and services that are generally highly-customized for the
industry in question. When we speak of horizontal markets,
we are referring to applications and services whose utility is
common to many industries or whose purpose is to serve the
mass consumer market. Generally, horizontal markets include all mobile professionals and consumer mobile Internet
users. We further segment horizontal markets. Wireless
has always been, first and foremost, for communications.
Our belief that wireless will become the ultimate media
means that wireless will increasingly reflect what media has
always been about: information and entertainment. Finally,
the union of wireless, the Internet, and credit cards could
not exist for long without commerce entering the picture.
Hence, the four main purposes of horizontal wireless services are basic communications (voice, messaging), accessing or sharing data and information (personal, business),
media & entertainment (video, audio), and engaging in
commercial transactions (purchases, sales). Exhibit 3 sets
forth both the horizontal and vertical market segments as
well as their related applications and services.
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Exhibit 3

Internet
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COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS
MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT

FIELD SALES

Vertical
Applications

Vertical
Markets

e-Commerce

Intranet

Horizontal
Markets

Horizontal
Applications

Wireless Data Service Segmentation

TRANSPORT

Remote
Scheduling

Database
Query

FINANCIAL

EDUCATION

Asset
Tracking

Telemetry

Dispatch

Logistics

Wireless
Point of Sale

Money
Exchange

HEALTHCARE

Wireless
Ordering

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Vertical Markets

Wireless data solutions for vertical markets have been
around for years to help companies increase productivity,
profitability, and customer satisfaction by moving information quickly between a mobile user (employee or customer)
and an enterprise. Examples of vertical markets include
transportation, field service, field sales, financial services,
real estate, travel, asset tracking, telematics, healthcare,
telecommunications, public sector, and retail. An ideal vertical market is one that has historically shown a predisposition to heavy spending on both IT and wireless. For example, every United Parcel Service driver carries a portable
wireless data device to track, real-time, the logistics of the
company’s delivery empire. Historically, only businesses
could justify a wireless data investment because of their
productivity gains. Since vertical applications and services
are generally very specific to the enterprise using them, offthe-shelf solutions have been rare, and companies must look
to special wireless ASPs and their ability to research, analyze, design, integrate, and host wireless data applications.
Similarly, from an investment standpoint, vertical markets
take specialized analysis of addressable size, sales cycle,
integration issues, economics, and competition. Enterprises
deploying vertical market solutions for employees (B2E) or
vendors (B2B) may also simultaneously deploy solutions
Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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for customers (B2C), as seen in Exhibit 4. Utility is maximized further when vertical applications are combined with
horizontal applications, which can make a wireless device
and service indispensable to an end user.
Exhibit 4

Enterprise Wireless Data Constituencies
Company

ENTERPRISE

Wireless
Constituency

Business
Segment

Development
Stage

CUSTOMER

B2C

Now

EMPLOYEE

B2E

Now

VENDOR

B2B

Future

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Horizontal Markets

Horizontal markets are those for which a single service can
apply to many different constituencies. For example, wireless e-mail service is a horizontal market because any person can benefit from it regardless of industry specialty. The
same is true of services built around personal information
management, Internet/intranet access, mobile e-commerce,
and multimedia. Horizontal applications are created by
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many developers and are generally available off-the-shelf
and require very little integration. We discuss some of
these horizontal services below, as well as potential future
services. The performance of these applications varies depending on the speed of the underlying wireless network, as
seen in Exhibit 5. The evolutionary path of networks is
discussed in detail in the Networks section of this report.
Mobile Wireless Messaging

Alongside voice, messaging is at the heart of wireless communications. In fact, wireless messaging (in the form of
paging) was around before wireless voice communications,
and it is somewhat ironic that non-voice data has come back
with such potential. The lowest common denominator of
wireless data is simple one-way numeric paging. Basic
numeric paging evolved into one-way alphanumeric paging,
or text messaging. Certain digital wireless phones have
incorporated short messaging service (“SMS”) capabilities
into the networks and the handsets. SMS is generally limited to around 150 characters and is available in one-way
form to the device from most digital cellular operators.
Two-way SMS service, which allows the handset itself to
compose and send a message, is currently only available in
the US on GSM and iDEN networks; it will not be available
on TDMA networks until 2000 and on CDMA networks
until 2001. SMS has been extraordinarily popular in Europe
given the common GSM digital systems. SMS is extraordinarily popular internationally, and in Europe in particular.
The GSM Association expects global SMS on GSM cellular
phones alone to reach 15 billion SMS per month by December 2000. German and U.K. users send between one billion
and 400 million SMS per month, respectively, with Italy
and France sending comparable levels.
Mobile E-Mail

The next level of evolution above SMS is true e-mail, which
we would characterize as something in the neighborhood of
1,000 characters. Today’s wireless phones are not capable
of receiving this much data unless a single message is split
into multiple SMS messages. The cumbersome aspect of
this, coupled with the cumbersome act of entering text on a
numeric keypad, has opened the door for advanced e-mail
offerings on other wireless devices. Mobile e-mail service
from Research in Motion (Blackberry), OmniSky, and GoAmerica not only allow for lengthy e-mails to be delivered
to interactive pagers and Palm devices, but e-mail servers
can be located behind enterprise firewalls to allow true “one
address” sending and delivery.
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Given the incredible adoption of e-mail globally, we believe
that e-mail is one of the “killer applications,” without which
a wireless user will seriously discount the utility of a service. A killer application drives service and network usage,
which drives value. Indeed, Blackberry already has 4,000
companies using its service. Other companies such as
Wireless Knowledge (a joint venture between Microsoft and
Qualcomm) and Ericsson-Microsoft Mobile Venture are
moving rapidly to wirelessly enable key applications such
as Microsoft Exchange. Finally, as bandwidth on the networks increases, we wouldn’t be surprised to see e-mail
evolve into so-called video mail, or “v-mail.”
Instant Messaging

Instant messaging (“IM”) takes the attractive aspects of email as a communications tool but eliminates most of the
network delay created by Internet routing bottlenecks. IM
is based fundamentally on a closed system where a user can
only send an IM to another user on the same network.
There are three major IM providers: AOL, ICQ, and Yahoo!. The popularity of wireline instant messaging is indisputable. America Online has seen its daily IMs scale from
160 million in 4Q97 to 650 million in 2Q00. Both AOL
and Yahoo! have taken steps to extend their IM community
to wireless devices. We believe that this is a very natural
step since: 1) IM is enhanced by reaching someone anytime;
2) the nature of an IM community is perfectly suited for
deployment on a wireless network; 3) IM is text-based with
no graphics and is appropriate for today’s narrowband
wireless networks; and 4) new devices with easy text entry
are making mobile wireless messaging more feasible. Recognizing this natural extension, AOL has announced a partnership with paging network operator Arch Communications and with OmniSky to provide IM service wirelessly.
Similarly, Yahoo! has announced a partnership with Motient to make its IM services wireless. In addition to driving
significant traffic for these wireless carriers and giving them
a new revenue stream, we believe that IM is a good training
experience for more advanced mobile Internet applications
and services.
Unified Messaging

The proliferation of SMS, mobile e-mail, IM, voice mail,
and fax has, in a way, complicated communications more
than it has simplified it. Unified messaging promises to
simplify these delivery formats into an integrated product
that delivers a single message across all these formats.
More importantly, an intelligent unified messaging platform
that is coupled with dynamic synchronization of devices
(fixed and wireless) can actively route a single message to
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the most appropriate form for a user’s current location and
reception capability. The recent merger of Phone.com and
Software.com is step forward for unified messaging in the
mobile wireless data space. Other key players include
Critical Path, Comverse, and Lucent. We have yet to see
commercial availability of true unified messaging services
from a mobile wireless service provider.
Synchronization

The next step beyond unified messaging is the complex task
of synchronizing mobile data (e-mail, calendars, to-do lists,
contacts, key data, etc.) across a variety of devices and programs. Although proprietary solutions exist and are being
developed by some companies (InfoSpace’s Saraide, FusionOne), a common framework is needed for manufacturers, service providers, and developers in order for wireless
data usage to explode. A major industry initiative,
SynchML, has been put forward by a group of wireless data
leaders (Ericsson, IBM, Lotus, Motorola, Nokia, Palm,
Psion, and Starfish) to develop and promote a common data
synchronization protocol. The SynchML alliance is creating a new protocol, SynchML, which is based on XML. We
do not believe that synchronization, itself, will be sold as a
service. Rather, we expect the technology to be available to
the end user through a service provider.
Exhibit 5
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Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Voice Internet Services

Most mobile Internet services are dependent upon a twoway interactive mobile wireless device, around which our
projections are also built. However, the vast majority of the
installed wireless telephony base today has simple voiceonly analog and digital phones. Rather than leaving these
users out in the cold, so to speak, business models are
emerging around voice recognition technology that would
allow any voice telephone (wireless or landline) to have
Internet access. A so-called “voice portal” could offer tollfree service that would answer customer inquiries about
restaurants, movies, news, stocks, sports, and the like. The
economic model for voice portals will probably follow a
path of free basic service to build brand and awareness couWireless Data Services – October 2000
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pled with some advertising, followed by more advanced
services, more advertising revenue, e-commerce revenue
sharing, preferred provider fees, and application licensing.
Existing voice portals and providers include: TellMe Networks, ViaFone, BeVocal, HeyAnita, iNetNow, Speechworks, Microsoft’s Airstream, and Quack.com (recently
acquired by AOL). Their business models are relatively
similar, but notable differences exist. For example, iNetNow actually offers a live expert Web surfer at the other
end of the phone.
Digital Secretaries

The next level beyond simple voice portals, in our opinion,
are voice-controlled smart agents that can act as a personal
filter to unified messaging, personal information management, and Internet access. Two such companies, Ananova
and Wildfire, were recently purchased by UK wireless operator, Orange. Ananova is a virtual newscaster that has a
female digital personality (video and audio), which can be
configured to provide information on Internet topics selected by the user. Wildfire, which has no such digital
“face,” is a voice-controlled secretary that manages phone,
fax, and email. Motorola is in the process of launching a
similar service, Mya, that is a combination of both Ananova
and Wildfire (and is, coincidentally, also a young female
persona with short metallic hair). We think that all of these
services are very compelling business models and could
unlock significant value from the entire mobile telephony
base of both smart phones and plain-old cellular phones.
An interactive agent that reads relevant Web content to you
— and can perform tasks as well — is a powerful model,
especially as the effective price of voice telephony continues to decline. Enabling this next level of voice services,
several firms (AT&T, IBM, Lucent, and Motorola) are
backing a standardized language for voice Internet services,
VoiceXML. The first version, VoiceXML 1.0, was completed in May 2000 and adopted by the WWW Consortium.
Travel

Many wireless services are available to help a mobile traveler find important and relevant information when in a new
city, or find local information within a user’s home market.
These wireless services are typically extensions of wired
Internet sites (CitySearch, LonelyPlanet) and some are extensions of traditional travel guide publications (Fodor's,
Frommer's). Vindigo has launched a mobile, but not yet
wireless, version for the Palm O/S to provide dining, movie,
and walking guides in five major cities. AvantGo offers
similar mobile services for the Palm O/S and WAP phones
and now offers wireless versions.
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Financial

There are two inherent reasons why wireless financial Internet services are poised to become a significant market: 1)
people need to constantly manage their money; 2) financial
data is perfect for wireless display and optimization. These
two factors have contributed to some of the first wireless
data services being focused on finance. From simple stock
quotes to complex option and commodity trading, wireless
financial services have found an eager marketplace. Major
brokerage firms have extended their online trading applications to wireless, and provide these services to their customers for free or for a fee. Retail banks are also making customer account information available wirelessly for account
transfers, billing, and mobile e-commerce applications.
Firms such as 724 Solutions and Aether Systems are providing much of the outsourced technology and service
hosting to make this happen. In B2B finance, we see a proliferation of wireless trading devices that are integrated with
existing trading systems ultimately interacting directly with
each other.
Mobile E-Commerce

The market segmentation for mobile e-commerce has
quickly evolved for B2C, but we don’t expect to see B2B
take hold in the near future. Wireline B2C Internet companies are quickly extending their presence to the wireless
Internet space by offering mobile wireless versions of their
sites that exhibit the same common features, user IDs, and
passwords. Major sites such as eBay, Amazon, Moviefone,
Mercata, and MySimon are already driving sales and traffic
through wireless devices.
The mobile wireless shopping experience differs from the
wired Internet shopping experience in one major way: Mobile users cannot yet examine rich, color graphic images of
products. Due to screen size constraints, most of the goods
and services purchased online wirelessly will be those about
which a user has prior knowledge and is actively seeking.
This should hold true for voice Internet shopping as well.
In addition to the financial applications discussed above, we
expect mobile e-commerce to gain the most traction in ticketing, book & music purchases, and other familiar commercial daily transactions such as transportation, groceries,
dining, and entertainment.
Over time, as security issues are addressed and customer
familiarity grows, we expect the average ticket size of mobile e-commerce purchases to expand. Such expansion will
happen more quickly if consumers are using the wireless
versions of wired Internet sites they already trust, or if a
Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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trusted agent like the wireless carrier (to which a subscriber
already writes monthly checks) acts as a middleman. Visa
and MasterCard are also working to create wireless credit
cards to facilitate mobile e-commerce. In fact, the fabled
mobile phone-to-soda machine payment scheme has come
out of the laboratory and onto the street (actually, into a
Virgin Megastore store in London). Virgin mobile users
can use their phone to deduct $0.70 per soda from their account. Virgin is using so-called “m-wallet” technology
from Ericsson for its service. We expect such cashless micropayments to grow in popularity. In B2B mobile ecommerce, opportunities could grow out of business communities that are connected wirelessly to create a marketplace such as Nextel’s “Builders’ Net,” and many wireless
financial transactions will be B2B. Given the early stages
of the wireline B2B market, we believe that it will be some
time before significant movement into the B2B wireless
space occurs.
Education

The 70 million US students who are establishing brand
preferences and buying power are bound to attract some
creative business models for wireless data services. Furthermore, students are often early adopters of technology
and can become heavy wireless device and service users,
and educational systems often have funding with which to
support new programs. Wireless offers interesting and effective ways to manage the educational process, including
homework, attendance, grading, parent communication,
planning, events, extracurricular activities, e-mail, science
applications, reference, research, math programs, and the
like. We believe that wireless is a helpful tool, not something that purports to radically change the way things are
done and thus increases adoption risk. Wireless education
ventures announced to date include a partnership between
Sylvan Learning Systems and Aether called Mindsurf, as
well as an initiative by Symbol Technologies.
Automotive

An untapped mobile wireless market is the installed US
base of 200 million automobiles. Wireless voice communications has obviously seized upon the mobility of a person
travelling in an automobile, yet many specialized services
are evolving that are targeted specifically at the needs of
drivers and their vehicles when they are in motion. Such
services include traffic information, directions, weather
maps, entertainment, vehicle tracking, remote vehicle operation, roadside assistance, and accident notification. Ford
and Qualcomm have formed a venture, Wingcast, to deliver
wireless services to certain Ford automobiles. General
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Motors currently offers a similar service, OnStar, as an option on some of its vehicles. As network speeds increase,
OnStar and Wingcast should be able to offer entertainment
services: Internet access, games, and streaming video seem
obvious choices for backseat passengers, with e-commerce
tie-ins.
The automotive manufacturers are constantly striving to
differentiate themselves, and they are willing to use technological customer options to do it, as evidenced by the
pending availability of digital satellite radio receivers. Both
digital satellite radio and advanced wireless services are
expected to follow an economic model of monthly recurring
subscriber fees. Wingcast is targeting an installed base of
one million Ford cars by 2002, with all new Fords equipped
by 2004. Nissan also intends to offer Wingcast access in
some of its luxury cars. GM is targeting one million subscribers to its OnStar service by the end of 2000, and has
announced that Toyota and Honda will use OnStar service
as well. According to MSDW Automotive analyst, Stephen
J. Girsky, GM and Ford each sell 4–5 million vehicles a
year in the US. If even a small percentage of these buyers
select wireless automotive services, a significant market
could develop.
One potential gating item to the market are government
safety concerns about communications services in the
automobile. Five cities in the US have recently adopted
hands-free-only cell phone use in the car, and 27 other
states are considering bills addressing cell phone use. We
expect wireless automotive services to closely monitor these
proceedings and tailor services to voice recognition or input
by passengers rather than the driver.
Gaming Services: Video Games

Games are one of the most basic forms of entertainment
and, although a user playing a game is typically not contributing to US GDP, entertainment is a basic need. The proliferation of video game consoles, online gaming, and handheld game devices among the youth of America cannot be
overlooked as a natural market extension for wireless gaming services. From Pokemon to Doom, there is a significant
video gaming culture in the US that is highly skilled in
computing and communications. Furthermore, this group
represents an important demographic with growing purchasing power. The benefits of online gaming are that it
connects people in different locations, allows them to play
head-to-head, post scores, and download characters. A person playing a football video game in New York can play
against someone in Los Angeles. It would be very appealWireless Data Services – October 2000
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ing to be able to have the same functionality from a mobile
device. We are all familiar with Sega’s popular Game Boy,
whose mobility has made it very successful. Adding connectivity to this mobile device would be ideal. We expect
to see products from device manufacturers, Sega, Nintendo,
Sony, and Microsoft, as well as software publishers, Nintendo, Sony, Activision, and Electronic Arts. As online
gaming sites like Sega.com, EA.com, and a new
Sony/Lucas Star Wars site take hold, we also expect to see
wireless extensions. Lucent even featured television commercials during the Olympics that showed a global, multiplayer 3G auto racing video game.
Games for Narrowband and Broadband

Before all of this happens, however, network speeds must
increase to handle action-oriented games, and bandwidth
must increase to provide a graphic experience similar to the
one offered by a console or CD-ROM. Despite potential
obstacles, Nintendo recently announced the latest version of
its handheld, Game Boy Advanced, which will be Internet
enabled through a connection to PCS phones. Among other
things, this will allow players to download new versions of
Nintendo’s ever-popular Pokemon characters and exchange
them online with friends. Sega has announced that it will
team with Motorola to develop software that will allow PCS
phones to transfer information at high speeds. Also, Sony
has announced its wirelessly enabled PSone, which is a
portable version of the PlayStation. Before all these exotic
devices reach the marketplace, companies such as wirelessgames.com and inFusio are offering games in categories
more suited to a narrowband environment, such as trivia,
adventure, puzzle, word games, board (Chess, Backgammon), cards (Bridge, Hearts, Solitaire), Casino, Bingo, and
action games. Digital Bridges and Red Jade also offer narrowband entertainment.
Gaming Services: Chance and Gambling

An extremely logical application for wireless devices is
games of chance. The ability to play a few hands of blackjack on a wireless device while waiting for a train or sitting
in a taxi would be very compelling for some, as would the
ability to gamble on the outcome. Furthermore, the design
and graphic requirements of most casino games are very
simple and require very little bandwidth. Given the advances in security and mobile commerce, it would not be
difficult to see mobile devices tied to live gaming servers
and users’ bank accounts. The wired online gaming industry has seen more than $1 billion being wagered online annually. We believe part of this growth is because the Internet takes away the need to travel, while wireless will take
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away the need to be tethered to a PC. Over time we believe
that at least as many bets could be placed over wireless
gaming sites as over wired ones. Gaming applications for
wireless devices are already beginning to make a commercial appearance in the 55 international countries where wagering is legal. Betmart is a European wireless gaming application for WAP phones that enables players to compete
against each other as opposed to a bookmaker. Indiqu is an
international company that will offer gambling services
over mobile devices through partnerships with existing
gambling operations.
An obvious risk to wireless gaming adoption are gambling
laws that differ between states. A failed July 2000 bill in
the House of Representatives would have made most forms
of online gambling illegal. Furthermore, carriers or wireless
service providers might shy away from offering gambling
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services due to negative associations. For these reasons, we
do not include wireless gaming in any of our projections,
although we believe that the market has potential.
Future Services

The wireless data services of the future will come from
many sources, including extensions of today’s wired Internet companies and new, wireless-specific undertakings. We
have already seen the formation of mobile Internet incubators, such as Ignition, as well as within industry leaders such
as Ericsson, Nokia, and SprintPCS. In addition, many existing wireless data services companies are actively developing new technologies and services. Beyond the services
and content discussed above, we can imagine a service or
defensible business model for a wireless data service for
virtually every industry segment covered by MSDW
research.
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Portals
The Great Debate

We Need a Pervasive Portal

In the wired world, an Internet user first needs to gain access to the Internet through an Internet service provider
(ISP) before they can access a portal. The same holds true
for the mobile Internet. A wired ISP is a subscription-based
provider of a physical access link between a user and the
Internet (i.e., Earthlink). A wired portal is an advertisingbased clearinghouse for information that aggregates content
in such a way as to be a unique experience unto itself (i.e.,
Yahoo!). To enhance customer “stickiness,” ISPs often
bundle content to create their own user experience, blurring
the line between ISP and portal (i.e., AOL). These same
concepts of “ISP” and “portal” hold true for the mobile
Internet, but the wired players have not assumed the same
positions.

What really wins the Internet game, in our opinion, and
what we’ve yet to see a perfect example of, is a pervasive
portal: an individualized, common fixed and wireless source
of communications, information, commerce, and entertainment. A user’s profile should travel from the wired site to
the wireless, and back, as necessary. The portal should act
as a continuous entry point to the Internet wherever the user
connects. Although user preferences may eventually be
able to travel among a variety of unrelated portals, the complexities of unified messaging and other applications should
make a pervasive portal the best solution. The reality, however, is that users constantly seek out the best experience,
and a pervasive portal that lets either piece, wired or wireless, fall behind the competition is going to have its user
base migrate to the best available experience. This fact will
allow many successful businesses to serve a single niche
rather than the whole solution, until someone gets it very,
very right.

•

Yahoo! does not yet provide mobile Internet access, but
it is making much of its content available wirelessly,
though absent the advertising that drives its wired business.

•

AOL does not yet provide mobile Internet access, but it
has made some of its content available wirelessly and
has taken steps to extend its key applications.

•

New wireless Internet service providers have launched
services that provide both access and very good content.

•

Traditional wireless voice carriers have launched mobile Internet services that include a carrier-branded
portal with attractive content.

Wired-to-Wireless Portals

We will address all of these business models below in more
detail. The message is that the mobile Internet is a brandnew territory whose borders, and fortunes, have not yet
been staked out. Much current debate in the industry is
around the question: who will win?
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America Online, Yahoo!, MSN, Excite, and Lycos have
been quick to establish a mobile Internet presence, a summary of which is found in Exhibit 6. Each of these entities
has created a link on its wired Internet page to inform users
of their ability to receive service while using a mobile
wireless device. This wireless capability isn’t flashing in a
neon banner at the top of the homepage and generally has to
be sought out. We don’t expect the wired portals to undertake a major marketing push until mobile Internet devices
and networks improve. We believe that wired portals have
enough to contend with on the wireline broadband side of
the business so that they can be somewhat cautious in their
rollout of mobile Internet services. On the other hand, they
have to provide an acceptable experience to early adopters
or risk losing important, early enthusiasm.
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Exhibit 6

Wired-to-Wireless Portals

Portal
AOL
Anywhere

Wired Portal
my.aol.com

Wireless Applications
AOL Mail for Palm, PocketPC, WinCE
devices and phones. IM for pagers.

Wireless Service
Active on SprintPCS and AT&T.
OmniSky and Arch pending. Pending
AOL-branded devices and email/IM
applications with RIM, Motorola,
Nokia, OmniSky.

Yahoo!
Everywhere

my.yahoo.com

Yahoo! Mail, Calendar, Address Book,
Finance for phones, Palm. Pager alerts.

Active on OmniSky, Sprint, AT&T,
Palm.net

MSN Mobile

msn.com

Hotmail, Alerts for Phones.

Active on Nextel, AirTouch.

Excite Mobile

excite.com

Excite eMail, Phonebooks, Planner for
Palm, WinCE, PocketPC, Symbian, Phones

Active on AT&T, Omnisky.

my.lycos.com

Paging alerts. Access for Palm and
Phones.

WAP site available for phones with
Internet access.

Lycos
Anywhere

Source: Company reports; Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Each wired portal has its own substantial imbedded base of
messaging, chat, content, bulletin boards, and other services
and applications that give its unique subscriber community
value. This existing business is a tremendous asset that a
newcomer would have trouble replicating with anything
other than an exceptional offer. The goal for each portal is
to enhance user loyalty and make the portal as useful as
possible in the wired and wireless world. Unfortunately, the
mobile versions of wired portals, in our opinion, are not yet
as dynamic or as interesting as the new wireless competitors. The wired portals are far from perfect, and many look
much too similar, but they are moving in the right direction
to become a single point of Internet access, tethered or untethered. Wireline AOL users, on average, check their email 21 times a week, get stock quotes 15 times a week, and
obtain news and weather 6 times a week. All of these applications are decidedly narrowband and are, thus, easily
replicated in today’s wireless environment. The “crown
jewel” applications of the portals (chat, bulletin boards,
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instant messaging, and other community features) have not
yet been extended wirelessly in commercial form, but many
are working on it. Hence, the only reason for users to sign
up with a wireless version of a wired portal currently is to
access e-mail and other conveniently configured features
such as stock portfolios. We believe that the wireless extension of bulletin boards and the like will be a significant
catalyst for increased use of these portals.
How to Get Wired Wirelessly

On mobile devices, the content of wired portals takes various forms. The portal transformation from desktop to device is a radical one: Graphics are removed, content is
thinned, and the layout is optimized for small screens. On a
mobile phone running AT&T’s Pocket Net service, Yahoo!
or Excite Mobile’s URL can be bookmarked and accessed
from the main voice screen in about ten keystrokes. Unfortunately, one of the limitations of the WAP development
environment and different phone browser implementations
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is that URLs are not always optimized for a particular device; hitting the Yahoo!Mobile URL site directly on our
AT&T PocketNet phone yields a very messy Yahoo! page.
Alternatively, AT&T’s mobile channels have been sprinkled with individual optimized links to Yahoo!’s relevant
content, while Yahoo!, AOL, and Excite all get a preferred
menu position. Until September 2000, Excite Mobile was
listed on the AT&T PocketNet home page, but that has been
replaced by a “Portals” button, under which are listed: 1)
AOL; 2) Yahoo!; and 3) Excite Mobile. Clearly, some economics have reshuffled the slotting order.
On a device like a PalmV handheld running OmniSky’s
service, Yahoo! and Excite are a more graphic experience
complete with logo and a layout akin to the original wired
site. Yahoo!’s icon is only one click away from OmniSky’s
home page and is the first portal listed, with Excite the second. The “Welcome to Yahoo!” screen lists six categories:
mail, news, sports, stock quotes, and weather. More classifications are available under these topics. All of this content is generic for any user, but the stock quote channel has
the ability for a wired Yahoo! user to enter their ID and
password to access their customized portfolios. The graphic
presentation is standardized for the OmniSky service, but
entering the Yahoo!Mobile URL on OmniSky actually delivers all the graphics from the wired portal site down to the
PalmV, including very graphic banner advertisements.
Wireless Network Operator Portals

The mobile Internet represents the second chance for telecommunications network operators to control a significant
portion of Internet-generated value. Arguably, they missed
their first chance with the wireline Internet when companies
like AOL and Yahoo! rushed in to dominate the end-user
experience. While network operators are seeing the benefit
of increased traffic, AOL’s market capitalization of $123
billion exceeds or is as big as AT&T or Verizon (Exhibit 7).
For the second wave of the Internet (wireless), network operators are not standing by to watch that level of value accrue elsewhere.
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Exhibit 7

Missed Telecommunications Value
Market Equity Capitalization (US$ Billions)
$78

$128

$33

$123

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Carriers Control Subscribers, Today

An almost certain money flow will be the monthly check
that a mobile Internet user writes for raw access to the
Internet. The problem facing the wireless network operators, and the reason they are launching mobile Internet portals, is that two alternative sources for wireless access are
evolving: new wireless ISPs (OmniSky, GoAmerica) and
virtual private network operators. If end-user monthly
checks and value perception are tied to either of these two
alternative sources, or to wired-to-wireless portals, then the
carriers are disintermediated to a role of commoditized
transport, as they are in the wireline Internet world.
Things don’t have to play out this way for the wireless network operators. Of importance, they control the most significant aspects of mobile service today: activation, airtime,
handsets, fulfillment, customer service and support, promotions, location, and billing. These are powerful, customerfacing capabilities. However, a cable company owns a user
in the same way, but users generally feel allegiance to their
content (i.e., favorite channels and programs) and not to the
cable company itself. On the contrary, they often complain
about their cable operator’s poor signal and customer service, as well as all the channels the operator doesn’t carry.
There is a significant risk that wireless carriers could be
relegated to the same position.
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Exhibit 8

Wireless Network Operator Portals

Portal
AT&T
PocketNet

Server/Browser
Phone.com

Wired Web Page / Content
InfoSpace / Direct Relationships, Excite,
InfoSpace

Wired Web Page Content
Customer Care, eMail, Calender,
Contacts, ToDo, Alerts, Bookmarks,
General News and Entertainment

Nextel Online

Phone.com

Phone.com, MSN / MSN, Direct
Relationships

Hotmail, MSNBC.com, MSN
MoneyCentral, Expedia, Yellow
Pages, General News and
Entertainment

SprintPCS
Wireless Web

Phone.com

None / Direct Relationships

Message Center, Alerts

Verizon
MobileWeb

Phone.com

InfoSpace / Direct Relationships, InfoSpace

Customer Care, eMail, Calender,
Contacts, ToDo, Alerts, General News
and Entertainment

InfoSpace

Customer Care, eMail, Calender,
Contacts, ToDo, Alerts, General News
and Entertainment

VoiceStream
InfoStream

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Staying in Control

To stem this outcome, which would certainly occur if the
carriers were idle, virtually every US wireless network operator has taken steps to set up a mobile Internet presence.
Many naysayers questioned their ability to do something so
foreign, but the results to date have been quite admirable.
While the wired ISP subsidiaries of major telcos tended to
mirror their slow-moving parents, wireless telecommunications subsidiaries and wireless independents on the whole
have been better at service innovation and marketing.
However, competition for wireless voice services typically
revolves around a few basic parameters like price packages,
marketing strategy, customer service, and network coverage. Beyond these, voice service is rather undifferentiated.
But wireless data services will be a whole new story and
Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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this knowledge (and fear) is driving numerous partnerships,
acquisitions, and consolidations. Network operators must
also take a page from the history of cable television operators and strike as many alliances, partnerships, and equity
stakes as possible with the creators of content and programming. Wireless network operators are also looking
past phones to service provisioning for a multitude of other
mobile Internet devices, including interactive pagers, PDAs
(personal digital assistants), and laptops. At the end of the
day, they own networks and need to drive as much profitable traffic as possible through attractive content and devices — all the while keeping their network in top shape in
terms of coverage and quality. The more bytes travelling on
a network the better.

MORGAN STANLEY DEAN WITTER

The mobile Internet portals set up by the network operators
to date have done a good job of providing a wired Internet
portal experience as robust as those offered by wired-towireless portals. AT&T Wireless, Nextel, and Verizon are
the most attractive sites, in our opinion. VoiceStream’s
service is a bare-bones offering powered by InfoSpace with
little in the way of broader content. We suspect that
VoiceStream’s string of acquisitions (Omnipoint, Aerial,
Powertel) and its pending acquisition by Deutsche Telecom
have held back a better offering; Powertel was actually
working with Sonera to launch a US version of Sonera’s
popular portal, Zed. Despite being one of the heavier marketers and leaders of the mobile Internet, SprintPCS does
not give its wireless users a wired Internet site, forcing a
user to gravitate to a wired portal for their online needs; we
would expect this to change if SprintPCS wants to remain
competitive. Pacific Bell’s “My Wireless Window” runs
basic InfoSpace content in some western markets, but the
combined wireless operations of SBC and BellSouth will
probably launch a unified national offering. One of the
hallmarks of the better sites are links to other popular destinations and portals in order to give subscribers the best user
experience. In Europe, BT Cellnet’s portal, Genie, is a very
deep mobile portal optimized for the wireless user, and we
would expect that most US network operator portals would
gravitate toward Genie’s model.
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Drilling Down Your Phone Screen

On mobile devices, the network operator’s portal experience
is quite different from the desktop version, again due to
bandwidth and device restrictions. Users generally have a
few buttons to push to get from the voice mode to Internet
mode. Once a user enters the Internet site, they are presented with various menu options depending on how the
carrier has set up service. An example of a potential setup
is presented in Exhibit 9, which happens to be the “road
map” for the AT&T Wireless PocketNet. Due to the cumbersome task of entering a URL onto a phone’s keypad,
the wireless network operator portals have sections on
their wired portals to enter URLs that are immediately
updated to the phone itself. For instance, entering
“http://wap.usopen.org/” on a phone’s keypad could take
some users as long as five minutes. Alternatively, it takes
about 15 seconds to grab the URL from the WAP icon on
the US Open Web site and paste it into the AT&T PocketNet personal wired portal page. Almost instantly, the US
Open site is available on the handset. This is very useful if
a user is sitting at their desktop PC, but not practical if
they’re mobile. For this reason, direct links and preferred
positioning on a portal are important to facilitate usage.
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Exhibit 9

AT&T PocketNet Portal Road Map
Home Page

Web Sites

Find It

Shopping

Finance

News

Sports

1 Inbox
2 Contacts
3 Calendar
4 Web Sites

1 Find It
2 Shopping
3 Finance
4 News

1
2
3
4

1 Barnes & Noble
2 eBay
3 DealTime
4 GiftCertificates.c

1 TD Waterhouse
2 E*Trade
3 DLJ Direct
4 CBS MarketWatc

1
2
3
4

ABCNews.com
USAToday.com
ZDNet News
Yahoo!News

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

5 Sports
6 Entertainment
7 Travel
8 Weather
9 Other Sites

5 Zagat Dining
6 Live Answers
7 ATM Finder
8 Find a Site

5
6
7
8
9

5 Yahoo!Finance
6 eSignal

5 Wall St Journal
6 CBS MarketWat
7 CNET News

5
6
7
8

My Favorites
Portals
To Do’s
AT&T

White/Yellow Pag
MapQuest Biz Lo
Movies
VicinityBrandFind

FTD.com
Mercata
Yahoo!Auctions
eCompare!
BarPoint.com

ESPN.com
Yahoo!Sports
Book4Golf.com
SportsFeed

My Favorites

Entertainment

Travel

Weather

1 MSDW
2 CNN Mobile
3 Lycos!Anywhere
4 MSN Mobile

1 Hollywood.com
2 nGame
3 Astrology IS
4 Zagat Dining

1
2
3
4

1 Weather Channel
2 Weather Undergro
3
4

5 Fodors.com
6 Bloomberg
7 Amazon.com
8 Fidelity
9 US Open.org

5 All Recipes
6 Ticketmaster
7 Hangman
8 Fortune Cookie

5 MapQuest
6 OAG Mobile

Travelocity.com
Expedia
Trip.com
Traffic Station

5
6
7
8

Portals

AOL

Stocks

News

Weather

Local

Directions

1 AOL
2 Yahoo!
3 Excite Mobile

AOL
1 Sign In
2 M ail
3 Stocks

AOL
1 Ticker 1
2 Ticker 2
3 Ticker 3

AOL
1 Top News
2 Sports
3 Business

AOL
1 Local
2 Get Forecast
3

Digital City
New York
1 Bars & Clubs
2 Dining

M APQUEST
1 Directions
2 Biz Locator
3 Traffic

5
6
7
8

4 Sports
5 News
6 Weather
7 Local
8 Directions
9 Moviefone

4 Get Quote
5
6
7

4
5
6
7

4
5
6
7

3 Live Music
4 Movies
5 Visitor Guide
6 Change City
7 My Places

4
5
6
7

Yahoo! Mobile

Finance

Weather

News

Sports

Directory

Yahoo!
1 M ail
2 Calendar
3 Address Book

Y! Finance
1 My Portfolio
2 Quote
3 Markets

Y! Weather
1 My Weather
2 Zip Code
3 City Name

Y! News
1 M y News
2 Top Stories
3 Business

Y! Sports
1 My Sports
2 Baseball
3 Basketball

Y! Directory
1 Communications
2 Finance
3 News

4 Yellow Pages
5 Finance
6 Weather
7 News
8 Sports
9 Movies
10 Restaurants
11 Entertainment
12 Driving Directi
13 People Search
14 Directory
15 Auctions
16 Bookmarks

4
5
6
7

4 Pick a City

4 Sports
5 World
6 Technology
7 Entertainment
8 Politics
9 Public Opinion
10 Oddly Enough
11 Science
12 Health

4 Football
5 Golf
6 Hockey
7 Motor Sports
8 Soccer
9 Tennis
10 Boxing
11 Cricket
12 Cycling
13 Horse Racing
14 Rugby
15 Track Field
16 Skiing

Movies

Entertainment

Y! M ovies
1 My Theatres
2 Location
3 Movie

Y! Entertainment
1 Entertaiment&Art
2 Movies
3 Music

4 Box Office Hits

4 Recreation&Sp

Excite Mobile

Excite Sports

Money

Phonebooks

Entertainment

EXCITE MOBILE
1 Excite Inbox
2 Excite Planner
3 Sports

SPORTS
1 My Sports
2 Baseball
3 NFL Football

MONEY
1 My Portfolio
2 Stock Quotes
3 Markets

PHONEBOOKS
1 YP by Category
2 YP Cat Search
3 YP by Business

ENTERTAINM ENT
1 Horoscopes
2 Movies
3 Fortune Cookie

4 Money
5 Phonebooks
6 Entertainment
7 News
8 Weather
9 Directions

4 NCAA Football
5 Basketball
6 Hockey
7 Soccer
8 Other Sports
9 Sports Quote

4
5
6
7
8

4 People Finder
5 Reverse Looku
6 ATM Finder

4 Lottery
5 Today in History
6 Famous Birthday
7 Daily Quote

Most Active
Big Gainers
Big Losers
Business News
About

News

Weather

Directions

NEWS
1 My News
2 Top Stories
3 U.S.

WEATHER
1 My Weather
2 Find Weather
3 Today in Weather

DIRECTIONS
1 Start Address
2 Use Wizard
3 About

4 World
5 Business
6 Sports
7 ZDNet Tech
8 Oddly Enough

4
5
6
7
8

4
5
6
7
8

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
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4 Commerce
5 Travel & Trans
6 Sports
7 Enterntainment
8 Portals&Searc
9 Reference Too
10 Regional
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In Exhibit 9 we’ve tried to drill down generally into the first
or second layer to illustrate the breadth of content available.
However, the actual content is deeper than what is pictured
because many of the listed sites above have even more layers beneath them. Investors will note that the addition of a
brand-name wired portal to a “well-stocked” network operator portal can add some extra content and features, but
results in a lot of duplication. Hence, network operators
that do a sufficient job of content aggregation might not
need to implement all the channels a third-party portal offers, and might just link related e-mail. On the other hand,
adding the portal only takes one line on the home page and
gives the illusion of broader content that might appeal to
new users apprehensive of taking the service. We do not
believe that network operators should take the so-called
“walled garden” approach to their portals. A network operator that wants to win a customer’s loyalty (and their
monthly revenue stream) has to let the user get everything
the mobile Internet has to offer. Closing off the garden is
an admission of inadequacy of their own service: If it’s
good enough, users will come home even after venturing
around the mobile Internet.

without an editor. In either example, the company that
creates, or lets you create, the best channels will gain
the largest market share, in our opinion. Media giants
won’t control the wireless web because they’re not the
ultimate arbiters of taste. Rather, the end user will define their preferences, and they will perceive value in a
service that efficiently delivers less information but
with high personal relevance.
Since content is what the mobile Internet user is seeking, and the widest possible distribution is what content
providers are seeking, we do not expect the mobile
Internet to evolve into content “haves” and “have nots.”
For example, AOL has teamed with various wireless
service providers (AT&T, SprintPCS, Arch, OmniSky)
to extend its content rather than choosing one exclusive
provider. Each of these entities has their own portal
and e-mail, but they are making AOL e-mail and other
applications available for their users who want it. AOL
e-mail is also available on Palm and PocketPC devices
that are wirelessly enabled through GoAmerica or OmniSky. If major brands such as AOL and CNN extend
their content as broadly as possible, then portals will
always exist that appeal to a particular user’s preferences.

Independent Wireless Portals

It is not surprising that the emergence of the mobile Internet
has attracted its own breed of portals. Many of these portals
have access as a prerequisite and provide unique wireless
content, or simply provide a new way to navigate the Internet. Others are portals that are part of a wireless ISP’s offering such as OmniSky and GoAmerica. Still others are
new creations like Europe’s iobox. Investors may question
the viability of a stand-alone portal that is not affiliated with
a major wired Internet portal or a wireless network operator.
We believe, however, that there is precedence for standalone portals and that they represent a very viable business
opportunity. The viability of stand-alone wireless portals
comes from many factors: 1) content’s unrelenting desire to
reach as many people as possible; 2) the ability to “bookmark” on a portal; and 3) uniquely mobile attributes.
•

Content actively seeks an audience. Time-Warner
doesn’t control what you watch — it controls what you
watch on the WB network. The same is true for Fox,
NBC, Disney, and Viacom. For all of these companies,
content is assigned a specific channel by a broadcast
station operator, a cable operator, or a satellite provider.
Here, the distributor acts like an editor that bundles
available content and says “look at all we’re giving
you,” but all you can name are the channels you don’t
get or shows you can’t stand. The opposite is true on
the Internet, where content is so vast as to be useless
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•

Bookmarks are critical. The ability to add a “bookmark” or “favorite place” on a portal is perhaps the single most important aspect of a portal. By saving favorite URLs from across the Internet, users are not confined to a particular portal’s offering if they need different things elsewhere. Bookmarks expand the Internet experience. The importance is that a user may stick
with a particular portal that satisfies 51% of their basic
needs, with the other 49% bookmarked. That user will
thus be subject to the ownership and loyalty of the
portal even if they spend a lot of time elsewhere. On
the contrary, the most popular “mega portal,” used with
joy and loathing by the masses, may put too much
clutter in the way of a focused mobile user.

•

Mobile wireless content is unique. Portals are being
launched that are built around unique new wireless applications that leverage a mobile Internet user’s wireless connectivity, short browsing time, and the need for
hyper-personalization and location-based services.
Typically, these portals provide a very creative user experience tailored to the mobile environment. As interactive mobile wireless devices surpass tethered Internet
appliances, users could shift to new wireless portals the
same way they shifted off the evening television news
to the wired Internet.
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Exhibit 10

US Independent Wireless Portals

Company
GoAmerica

Portal
Wireless

Product
Organized, branded Internet content, open
Internet access, and e-Mail service.

Wireless Service
Variety of Palm, RIM, Windows CE,
and laptop devices.

OmniSky

Wireless

Organized, branded Internet content, open
Internet access, and e-Mail service.

Palm V with Modem

Palm.Net

Wireless

Organized, branded Internet content, and eMail service.

Palm VII

Shadowpack

Wireless

Personal profiling, enhanced navigation,
one-source e-commerce information. Top
wireless site listings. Content translation

Any interactive wireless device
through any wireless service provider

GiantBear

Wireless

General news content, Search information
(flights, directions, movies, restaurants),
Alerts (auctions, stocks, travel, retail).
Content translation.

Not yet commercial; Content
relationships not yet announced

Wired / Wireless

Combination of search engine and wireless
alerts for user-specified relevant content.

Palm O/S through wireless service
provider

Spyonit
Mobile

VS\RQLW
Yodlee2Go

0REL OH(GL WLRQ

Wired / Wireless

Personal online account information,
account summary, management and
synchronization with general Internet
content partners for mobile e-commerce.

Any interactive wireless device
through any wireless service provider

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

All of the portals in Exhibit 10 have been designed for the
mobile wireless user and are thus very cognizant of the opportunities and limitations of the wireless experience. The
utility of the portals is experienced mainly, if not exclusively, from a mobile device. Unfortunately, the wired Web
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sites, GoAmerica, OmniSky, and Palm.net, are simply marketing and subscriber tools for service information and provisioning; a user would never visit the wired site unless they
had a problem or needed to alter service.
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Exhibit 11

OmniSky Main Portal Screens

Source: OmniSkyCorp.

In this regard, they are behind the more pervasive portal
experiences being created by both the wired portals and the
network operators. Rectifying this issue is not a major undertaking, and we believe it is a critical factor for success.
Improved Real Estate

The mobile Internet experience for users of PDAs is somewhat more rewarding than the experience on a mobile
phone, especially in the areas of text entry and graphics.
For example, in Exhibit 11, we show the home page of OmniSky as well as the four main “decks” of OmniSky service:
1) OmniSky e-mail inbox; 2) open Internet URL entry and
bookmarks; 3) directory tools; and 4) Google’s search engine.
Similar to the experience illustrated in Exhibit 9 for AT&T
PocketNet, drilling down under the main content categories
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on OmniSky’s home page yields a wealth of content neatly
organized by small icon and text description. GoAmerica
has a similar roadmap. In Exhibit 12, we illustrate the
available branded content under each key channel. OmniSky has announced that it will allow AOL to offer an
AOL-customized version of OmniSky to AOL subscribers
that will have links to AOL services and content (e-mail,
instant messaging, news) through AOL icons on the OmniSky home screen and throughout the OmniSky service.
Given the numerous investments and alliances AOL has
made to date, we would expect further branding with other
service providers similar to AOL’s steps to date with AT&T
and OmniSky. AOL’s preferred strategy is to partner with
service providers in order to focus on its core business and
circumvent the difficulty and technological intensity of the
mobile Internet.
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Exhibit 12

OmniSky Portal Road Map

FINANCE
TRAVEL
SHOPPING
NEW S
SPORTS
PORTALS
LOCAL
LIVING
ENTERTAINMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
REFERENCE

FINANCE
TRAVEL
SHOPPING
NEW S
SPORTS
PORTALS
LOCAL
LIVING
ENTERTAINMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
REFERENCE

1
e*Trade
Travelocity
B&N
Yahoo!News
Yahoo!Sports
Yahoo!Mobile
CitySearch
FOXNews
CitySearch
Barnes&Noble
Britannica

Slotting Order Within Channel
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Fidelity
Ameritrade DLJ Direct CBS MktWatch Yahoo! Finance
WSJ
Bloomberg
Biztravel
MapBlast
Etak
Weather.com
MapQuest
United
AA
ebay
Buy.com
alta vista
mercata
camdens
snaz
Zdnet
FOX News
MSNBC
ABC
USAToday
NYT
CBSMktw
WSJ
FOX Sports
MSNBC
ESPN.com SportingNews
USAToday
Excite
TrailWorks
Excite
Go.Com
Yodlee
Shadowpack
ZDNet
MapBlast
Etak
Weather.com Moviefone
Vicinity
Fodors
Frommers
Women.com
FitForAll uCook.com
DrinkBoy
MSNBC
Moviefone
Excite
Ticketmaster
Variety.com Launch.com Fodors
eFax
Yahoo!Mail
Excite
vVault
MyDocs
Go.Com
MerriamWebster Vicinity
CitySearch
MapBlast
Etak
Deja.com MapQuest
Slotting Order Within Channel
11
12
13
Street.com
NYT
Economist
Frommers
Fodors
Excite
Deja.com
BarPoint
Cnet
ZDNet
Weather.com

9
Motley Fool
Yahoo!Weather
vicinity
IndStandard
FitForAll

10
CNBC
City Search
mySimon
Excite

Ticketmaster

Yahoo!Weather

Excite

eBay

10Best.com

Go.com

Frommers

TVGuide.com

eBay

Women.com

Salon.com

10Best.com

ucook.com

10Best

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
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14
Ind.Stand.
10Best

15
MSNBC
Go.com

16
ontheroad
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Internet Service Providers
The industry has come to know providers of Internet access
as ISPs (Internet service providers). We believe that the
access, itself, is certainly a service, but there are many other
services a mobile user pays for once they’ve moved beyond
the initial access. Previous sections of this report dealt
with: 1) the variety of services available to a mobile wireless user, and 2) the portals that present content and services
to the mobile wireless user. Both the services and the portals, however, need access to the Internet. In later sections,
we discuss even higher levels of service in the form of application and Web site hosting. In this section, however, we
focus on the variety of ways that a mobile wireless user can
obtain access to the Internet, and what they pay for such
access, including:
•

Wireless network operators,

•

Independent wireless ISPs, and

•

Virtual private networks.

Exhibit 13 sets forth some of the key parameters of today’s
wireless ISP offerings, which are then discussed in further
detail for each network operator and independent ISP. The
current pricing is shown below and our projections for future pricing are discussed in the Economics & Projections
section.
Network Operators

The Portals section of this report discussed in detail the
strategy of the network operators with regards to their online presence; this section is about what users pay to net-
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work operators and what they get for mobile Internet access.
Wireless network operators offering mobile Internet access
have obviously chosen the mobile phone as their near-term
weapon of choice. Excluding voice Internet services, today’s wireless voice customer (cellular, PCS, ESMR) must
have a digital phone to access mobile Internet services.
Furthermore, this digital phone must be equipped with a
browser to properly display and navigate the available content. Due to the single access device (voice phone and
browser), all of the mobile Internet price plans are designed
as extensions of voice service.
Specifically, a user cannot simply purchase a phone for data
use: A user must select a basic digital voice plan and add
Internet services on top of it. Over time, as equipment
manufacturers (PDAs, laptops, etc.) create devices with
modems that operate on the major cellular networks, then
we would envision network operators offering specific dataonly plans. Taking this to an extreme, there may be a point
where voice services, which are mostly undifferentiated,
become commoditized and pricing reflects the uniqueness
of data offerings. The price plans of the network operators
reflect the current state of their networks, either packetswitched or circuit-switched (discussed in detail in the Networks section of this report). Accordingly, AT&T’s and
Nextel’s ability to price its service on an unlimited basis are
far more attractive for the end user than the constant uncertainty of minutes used in a dial-up circuit-switched solution,
such as that currently offered by SprintPCS.
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Exhibit 13

US Wireless Internet Service Providers

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
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AT&T Wireless. The home page of AWE steers users to
either the consumer or business area of its Web site. AT&T
has offered its PocketNet mobile data solutions running on
its CDPD (cellular digital packet data) network since 1997
to business markets and re-launched PocketNet for the consumer markets in May 2000. The minimum point-of-entry
for PocketNet (consumer) is $30 for which users get general
news and information, some content sites, and a personal
wired Web page. For an extra $6.99, a unique AT&T
Wireless e-mail account is established along with access to
some other third-party e-mail providers, including the ability to send attachments. For an extra $14.99, users get access to any Internet site through open browsing, as well as
personal information management (PIM) tools. AT&T does
not actively promote Internet connectivity with a laptop
connected to a wireless phone. For businesses, AT&T
PocketNet uses a different handset and charges $19.99 for
unlimited usage ($14.99 if a subscriber is on a Digital One
Rate plan). The business service pricing is higher due to
integration with corporate systems. AT&T Wireless IP
Services targets several vertical industries using a variety of
devices connected via the CDPD network. Pricing for the
wireless IP services is based on kilobytes transferred or unlimited ($30–55).
SprintPCS. The home page of SprintPCS steers users to
either the consumer or business area of its Web site.
SprintPCS has two price plans for consumer wireless Internet access. The basic plan allows anyone with the proper
phone to go online for $0.39 per minute after subscribing to
the minimum point-of-entry consumer voice plan of $30.
For an extra $9.99, SprintPCS allows whatever minutes of
use (MOU) bundle chosen by the subscriber to be used between voice and data. Once a bundle has been exceeded,
additional Internet access is $0.25 per minute and additional
SMS messages are $0.10. Wireless Web pricing for business customers is the same, with a current promotion offering unlimited Internet access for $40; we suspect that this
promotion will evolve into permanent pricing. SprintPCS
has reported 500,000 wireless data users, of which 200,000
subscribe to the bundled usage plan; the remaining 300,000
users pay by the minute.
Nextel. Nextel’s business focus has historically commanded high voice ARPUs and its new data offering is at a
similar point-of-entry level of $49.95 plus the Nextel Online
Basic rate of $14.95. The Basic plan gives a user access to
MSN Mobile, Shopping, Nextel Services, and 300 text
pages. The $19.95 Nextel Online Plus plan includes the
Basic features as well as access to any Internet site through
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open browsing, and also allow a Nextel phone to operate as
a packet data modem for laptops. Nextel also offers twoway SMS for $10 for unlimited messages up to 500 characters in length. All of Nextel’s price plans are for unlimited
usage and reflect the company’s recent launch of its packet
data network.
Verizon. The merger of Bell Atlantic Mobile, Airtouch
Cellular, GTE, and PrimeCo to create Verizon Wireless has
created some confusion regarding Verizon’s wireless commercial wireless data service offerings. Each of these entities uses CDMA for its digital air interface. As a result,
Verizon has company-wide circuit-switched CDMA wireless data service, but Bell Atlantic and GTE had regional
CDPD coverage. Verizon’s July 2000 national launch of its
Verizon-branded Mobile Web service offering is a dial-up
circuit-switched CDMA solution analogous to SprintPCS.
Verizon Mobile Web is offered at one rate of $6.95 on top
of the basic point-of-entry plan of $19.99. This plan includes 100 SMS alerts ($0.10 additional), an e-mail address,
and access to the MyVZW.com wired Internet portal. The
Verizon Wireless Web site also directs a user to their primary region which, for New York, redirects the user to a
BellAtlantic shadow site focused on CDPD. BellAtlantic
was actually the first cellular carrier to offer CDPD in April
1994. As a result, Verizon/BellAtlantic has extensive experience in vertical markets and offers business users CDPD
service based on kilobytes transferred or unlimited usage.
VoiceStream. VoiceStream’s string of acquisitions (Omnipoint, Aerial, Powertel) and its pending acquisition by
Deutsche Telecom have held back a unified offering of data
services, although Omnipoint was a pioneer in advanced
wireless data services. VoiceStream’s InfoStream service is
still circuit-switched on GSM but will be making the switch
to packet data in 2001, and we expect pricing to leverage
the significant boost in speed and capacity GPRS will provide. VoiceStream offers DataStream dial-up access for
laptops using wireless phones as a modem for $29.99 for
1,500 minutes. InfoStream SMS alerts (up to 150 characters in length) can be added for $4.99 and can be customized at the MyVoiceStream.com wired portal.
SBC-BellSouth. The creation of a major wireless Internet
service from SBC or BellSouth’s cellular business has been
hindered by the SBC merger with Ameritech and the pending creation of a new wireless company formed by SBC and
BellSouth. Similar to Verizon, these disparate pieces bring
various wireless data components to the table (TDMA,
GSM, CDMA, CDPD, and Mobitex). SBC has GSM sys-
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tems in the California/Nevada region, while BellSouth has
GSM systems in the Carolinas/Georgia region. SBC also
has a tiny presence in CDMA, but is converting these to
TDMA. The principal technology, however, is TDMA.
The only significant consumer mobile Internet effort to date
is Pacific Bell’s My Wireless Window, a basic InfoSpace
service in the California/Nevada markets. SBC plans to roll
this out through its other markets. Clearly, the SBCBellSouth markets need a unified approach, and they may
be best served by waiting until EDGE. An interesting way
to bridge this significant waiting time is to exploit BellSouth’s national packet data network, Mobitex, which is run
by BellSouth Wireless Data (BSWD). Details of the BSWD
network are provided in the Networks section of this report.
Carrier M&A Integration Challenges

The various merger & acquisition activity described above
for the network operators raises further challenges to offering wireless data services. Specifically, the integration of
different marketing organizations and back-office systems
creates a roadblock to an easy launch of unified, nationwide
offerings. Every aspect of wireless service, from activation
at a retail point-of-sale to billing and customer service, requires complicated information management systems. On
the network side, interoperability issues exist for subscriber
databases and registers, security, and roaming. These issues
must be resolved to give users a quality experience even
before the complexities of mobile e-commerce and location
technologies are layered onto the carriers’ networks and
back-office infrastructure.
Independent Wireless ISPs

The Portals section of this report discusses in detail the
online portal strategy of the independent wireless ISPs; this
section covers what users pay and what they get for mobile
Internet access. The new independent wireless ISPs (GoAmerica, OmniSky, Palm.net) are all resellers of existing
wireless network airtime and are unique in their approach of
supporting multiple devices for a graphically rich wireless
Internet experience. Service pricing for the independent
wireless ISPs is generally at a steeper point-of-entry than
the network operators. This is due to the network operators’
ability to subsidize data services with voice services to drive
data penetration, and is also due to the more specialized and
unique experience of the independent wireless ISPs. As
wireless data bandwidth continues to be built by network
operators as they march toward 3G, we expect increasingly
attractive terms for the independent wireless ISPs that could
be passed along to customers as lower service pricing.
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GoAmerica. Wireless Internet service from GoAmerica is
available on a consumer and enterprise basis across many
different devices, including RIM pagers, all Palm devices,
and all PocketPCs. GoAmerica is the only provider to support the popular RIM devices. These devices currently operate on three packet data networks: CDPD, Motient, and
BSWD. Go.Lite is for casual users at a monthly rate of
$9.95 for 25 kilobytes plus $0.10 for each additional kilobyte on the CDPD network or $0.30 on the BSWD or Motient network. Go.Unlimited is for heavy users at a monthly
rate of $59.95 for unlimited access ($49.95 for the PalmV).
For enterprise customers or consumers that already have an
e-mail service plan on a RIM pager, Go.Unlimited can be
added for $9.95 per month. GoAmerica service includes a
distinct e-mail account and the ability to access POP3 mailboxes. GoAmerica also hosts the Blackberry e-mail service.
OmniSky. Currently, OmniSky is available on a single
device-network combination of the PalmV and the CDPD
network. OmniSky’s single monthly price plan of $39.95
offers straightforward unlimited usage. OmniSky plans to
eventually offer its service on Microsoft-powered PocketPCs and WAP phones. OmniSky service includes a distinct e-mail account and the ability to access and manage up
to six POP3 mailboxes.
Palm.net. Running only on one device, the PalmVII,
Palm.net is a subsidiary of Palm, Inc. and runs on the
BSWD network. Palm.net offers four limited usage plans
and one unlimited plan. The limited usage plans include the
Basic ($9.99/50kb), Expanded ($24.99/150kb), and Volume
($39.99/300kb). The Unlimited Plan is $44.99. Palm.net
service includes a distinct e-mail account.
Wireless Virtual Networks

To understand the wireless virtual network (VN), it is still
best to look at Virgin in Europe where a person on the street
can sign up for cellular service and be provisioned, activated, supported, and billed by Virgin Mobile. The “virtual” in VN means that there is no network ownership behind Virgin’s service. Rather, Virgin has entered into
wholesale wireless network airtime contracts with the UK
GSM carrier One-to-One and resells this capacity to endusers under its own brand. Why do this? Virgin adds
unique services and “Virgin Xtras” to perpetuate Virgin’s
sexy ultra-brand. Virgin Mobile launched service in November 1999 and currently has over 350,000 subscribers.
There are not yet any wireless virtual network operators in
the US, although the business model put forward by the
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independent wireless ISPs is close. We do not view independent wireless ISPs as wireless VNs because a VN is a
brand extension into an existing service; a VN such as Virgin sells a unique version of a service already running on a
single underlying asset: wireless voice and data service on a
mobile phone on a third-party’s network. On the other
hand, an independent wireless ISP is a completely new
business model that relies on many different networks, but
the user experience is tied more to the portal and the service.
One could argue that the wireline version of AOL is already
an enormous VN since it relies on third-party networks. In
wireless, we expect the first major wireless VN to emerge in
the US to be a major consumer brand like Yahoo!, AOL, or
Disney, and eventually even more localized brands such as
the New York Rangers. These VNs could brand their service with special home pages, color faceplates for phones
(team jersey and logo, or Goofy), and then link users to
their outside voice or data destination. It is this type of
brand extension that could generate significant new business opportunities for content aggregators and portal infrastructure companies such as InfoSpace and i3 Mobile. Perhaps even a network operator’s mobile Internet portal could
become popular enough to warrant its launch as a VN on
another carrier’s network. There are many possibilities for
VN business models.
Wireless Virtual Network Challenges

The three primary risks in a VN strategy are: 1) being shut
off from network bandwidth; 2) satisfying the device and
service desires of a large constituency; and 3) the thinner
operating margins that are typical of the resale economic
model. The first risk of being shut off a network is a reality
if carriers are bandwidth-constrained. If a carrier has trouble with peak loads in New York City, they probably won’t
be inclined to sell capacity to a VN, especially at a competitive price. Mitigating this risk is that we don’t expect
network operators to let themselves become so constrained
as to pass up an economic opportunity. Furthermore, additional spectrum and better compression technology will
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result in capacity availability at many carriers. Also, spectrum license restrictions may impart an obligation on carriers to resell available capacity, as in Sweden.
Wireless VNs Will Happen in the US

We believe that there is a natural reason for wireless VNs to
emerge in the US. To understand why, it’s instructive to
see why VNs or non-operator content aggregators haven’t
emerged in cable: because there is only one cable pipe into
the home and there’s not enough capacity to support all the
available channels, let alone a reseller. The RBOCs and
satellite operators are also protecting their assets, acting as
their own programmers. But in wireless, there are more
than five networks already offering the same, undifferentiated voice service, moving now to comparable data services. The classic economics “prisoner’s dilemma” will be
too tempting, in our opinion, for someone not to move out
of the box and turn the “programming” over to a better positioned or more-creative entity. The carrier will do the
voice aspect, but the data and media will migrate to the
most creative entity in tune with the demands, preferences,
and habits of America.
Success at this could make other carriers in the market
clamor for this channel on their networks. This could look
somewhat like the broadcast model where a network doesn’t
own all of its stations (some are affiliates). For wireless,
carriers can be independent and affiliate with a programming network. A new media content company like AOL
has already begun to partner with wireless network operators such as AT&T and SprintPCS to make its content
available to AOL subscribers when they’re not tethered to a
desktop PC. It is important to realize that AOL is not a
wireless data service provider; rather, it relies on other
service providers to bring its subscribers to the AOL content. If AOL’s wireless strategy follows its wireline strategy, where AOL is the service (but not network) provider
and controls the user experience, it will need to change its
carrier relationships if “AOLism” is to spread in wireless.
We would not be surprised to see AOL emerge as a wireless
VN to gain more influence over the subscriber experience.
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Gateway Infrastructure
The Silent Engine of the Mobile Internet

The Rap on WAP

A wireless infrastructure gateway sits at the crossroads of
today’s broadband wired Internet and narrowband wireless
networks. This bandwidth mismatch is exacerbated in the
US by a multiplicity of incompatible wireless networks,
devices, protocols, and operating systems. In its simplest
form, a wireless infrastructure gateway facilitates the delivery of data from a content source to a wireless network and
its users. This is a particularly important task in today’s
environment. A gateway connects securely to the content
source and a wireless network and, in the middle of a user
session, facilitates the transfer of data between protocols
and operating systems. In addition, a gateway optimizes the
content for the device being used, and enhances data packets for faster throughput over the network. Even as wireless
networks evolve toward broadband access speeds, gateways
will perform many of the complex tasks of video and audio
distribution, and they will continue to solve interoperability
issues among the various terrestrial wireless networks. Although a wireless gateway is the one element of the mobile
Internet that end-users don’t actually see, its importance
cannot be overemphasized. It is the complexity of the
gateway’s tasks that has driven the quick evolution of a
wireless application service provider (ASP) model, where
data extraction, synchronization, and security expertise are
amassed and made available to needy end-users.

The wireless application protocol (WAP) is a utilitarian
solution at a complicated juncture in the history of wireless
communications. The advantage of WAP is that it sets a
common framework for two-way interactive application and
services development in today’s narrowband wireless environment. However, most content companies and enterprises
have enough trouble keeping their wired Internet sites functioning properly and up-to-date. The problem with the current version of WAP is that it forces a content source to
maintain a parallel WAP site, rewriting HTML and Java
code in WAP’s special wireless markup language (WML).
This rewritten content is then routed through a WAP server
before it travels over a wireless network to a user device
that also has an embedded client WAP browser.

Content Translation

Despite the fact that made-for-wireless content is now being
developed, most of the information that mobile wireless
users want to access is either existing enterprise data or
content that has already been placed on the Internet. The
principal problem with these latter two content sources is
that the information is not optimized for delivery to, or
presentation on, the small screens of today’s mobile wireless devices. Accordingly, a gateway has to be able to read
and write common Internet programming standards
(HTML, XML, J2ME, Java MID), common e-mail protocols (SMTP, POP3, IMAP4), and legacy corporate operating systems (WindowsNT, UNIX, Linux). Needless to say,
this is a daunting task from which the following solutions
are emerging: 1) use the newly created WAP standard; 2)
develop a proprietary stripped-down version of HTML for
mobile wireless devices; and 3) wait for the omnipresent
XML.
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The user experience with a WAP browser, deployed mainly
on cellular telephones, is text-based with very little graphical experience. For some applications this may be adequate, but the moment phones are more powerful and network bandwidth increases, the scrolling text and limited
capabilities of WAP may seem archaic. Nonetheless, we
believe that many uses will exist for WAP narrowband
services even in a broadband world, especially since the
cost-per-kilobyte proposition may favor thin, highly useful
WAP sites for some time. In addition, the WAP forum is a
very active participant in standards bodies that are working
to evolve WAP simultaneously as wireless moves toward
3G and as the Internet moves to XML.
A mobile Internet solution that relies on a version of HTML
is limited by HTML’s lack of functionality, especially
among various applications or devices. Quite simply,
HTML merely arranges text, images, and buttons in a
graphic environment. HTML is not “smart,” meaning it
only deals with data presentation and not the substance of
the data itself. These limitations are driving Internet programmers more quickly toward XML, which can interpret
data beyond the display parameters. Hence, XML allows a
content provider to define not only the visual appearance of
the information but also “functional attributes.” That is, if
the information is going to a small screen, don’t display
graphics, etc. Many different layers can be used. It can
help computers communicate, opening up B2B and other ecommerce tools. It can also help applications move off of
hard disks and to the Internet. In the near term, however,
WAP is gaining traction and WAP-compliant browsers are
becoming de facto installations on mobile phones being
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shipped by every major manufacturer. We expect that the
growing base of WAP devices will support the effort to
create more applications, and that WAP browsers can reside
behind even more advanced clients like XML browsers on
the same device. This last point remains another challenge
for WAP as the hardware cycle may require an upgrade
frequency that is unpalatable for many users. Many believe
that phones need greater processing power and the ability to
connect to a PC to be able to download software upgrades
and applications.
Serving Up Content

Wireless users seeking Internet content depend upon three
primary scenarios in today’s environment: 1) the service
provider (network operator or independent) has a mobile
server to grab existing enterprise content and deliver it
properly to the mobile user; 2) the content source itself has
a mobile server to format content for the appropriate wireless networks and devices; or 3) a wireless ASP has a mobile server and formats content for the appropriate wireless
networks and devices.
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In the service provider model presented in Exhibit 14, the
wireless network operator hosts the mobile server. This is
the most prevalent model deployed commercially to date.
The mobile server can be composed of many elements, including data translation, formatting, compression, and
routing. Phone.com, Nokia, Ericsson, and other telecommunications infrastructure companies provide mobile servers as well as browsers for mobile devices. The service
provider model is not mutually exclusive with the contentbased model shown in Exhibit 15. Due to the multitude of
content sources and various wireless networks, it is possible
to have enterprise content pre-formatted for wireless devices and served over the Internet to a service provider’s
mobile server. The benefit to the content provider in the
content-based model is that its content can be delivered to
many wireless networks, not just those that have a mobile
server. This model also gives the content provider greater
control over its product.

Exhibit 14

Service Provider-Based Model
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Wireless ASPs and Wireless Web Hosting

The preceding discussions of gateway capabilities and content-delivery scenarios, along with challenges of evolving
wireless networks and mobile devices, show that keeping
track of everything happening in wireless is a real challenge, and one that would be prohibitively expensive for
most enterprises. For businesses focusing on their core
competencies, while enhancing productivity and cutting
costs, the ability to outsource wireless solutions is a valuable alternative. This need has been quickly recognized by
a new breed of wireless ASPs (application service providers), which are taking the business model of application
hosting and Web hosting (shared, dedicated, co-location)
from the wireline world and extending it to the wireless
world. Integration issues extend along the mobile Internet
universe, as seen in Exhibit 16. For a bit of enterprise content (Unix, NT, IMAP4) to get to a mobile user’s device, it
must undergo the translation described above to make it
capable of traveling over the wireless networks (CDMA,
TDMA, GSM, etc.) and to the particular operating system
of the device (Palm, PocketPC, etc.). This skill set does not
need to reside at the enterprise, but can be provided by a
wireless ASP, as seen in Exhibit 16, which creates a virtual
private network (VPN) with the enterprise but undertakes
the heavy lifting of wireless integration.
Wireless ASPs aggregate technological capabilities and
applications (developed internally or sourced from third
parties) in a secure data center and package these as outsourced service solutions for its customers, including provisioning, customer service, wireless network interconnection,
co-marketing, and service development. Examples of
wireless ASP business models would include the following:
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an enterprise application is given wireless capabilities and
maintained on an ongoing basis; an application is bundled
with a portal and sold as a recurring service to a mobile enduser; a stand-alone application or element of a wireless solution is provided to a third-party service provider; or a
wireline Web site is given wireless capabilities and integrated with a wireless Web site. Many variations of these
business models exist, but the central concept is that most
companies can’t keep up economically with their technological infrastructure without facing the risks of building
over-capacity or facing an ongoing and expensive process
of upgrades. A wireless ASP gives a customer a wireless
Internet presence or the ability to use specialized applications, while the ASP itself gains the benefits of scalability.
Hosting fills the void between a highly customized application delivered to one client, and a more generic packaged
application delivered to many clients.
Hosting also makes intuitive sense for the hosting company
because the cost of applications (synchronization, e-mail,
ERP, CRM, e-commerce) can be amortized over many users. A wireless ASP solution represents an accelerated way
for any enterprise to overcome the ongoing protocol
interoperability issues that exist along the spectrum of the
mobile Internet universe. Exhibit 16 illustrates the variety
of protocols that conflict with one another between content
and the mobile user. We see a significant market unfolding
for wireless Web hosting, especially as wireless technology
advances toward 3G multimedia applications and services.
Our projections for this sector are outlined in the Economics
& Projections section of this report.

Exhibit 16
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Wireless ASP Partnerships Are Critical

Wireless ASPs that are achieving scale to date include
Aether Systems, Paradigm4, and GoAmerica. Common
elements include an Internet infrastructure service data
center, secure links to enterprise content, packaged wireless
services, hosting services, the provision of wireless bandwidth, customer service and support, and application development and integration. While some applications are developed in-house, success for wireless ASPs will be determined in part by their ability to partner with traditional
software application developers and systems integrators
(SI). Over time, we expect traditional systems integrators to
become increasingly involved in the wireless space as their
existing customers begin to require wireless solutions for
their own employees and customers. Partnership with
wireless ASPs is an easy way to gain this expertise, and also
opens the SI’s customer base to the wireless ASP. We do
not believe that SIs should partner exclusively with a single
wireless network operator because this would make the SI’s
choice of network very subjective and thus not in the best
interest of the customer. SIs and application developers
making inroads into wireless include SAP, IBM, Siebel, and
Oracle, which has launched its own ASP, OracleMobile.
Many new wireless ASPs are listed in Appendix 1, including: AnyDevice, Everypath, Inciscent, Livemind, Mobilelogic, and Wysdom.
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New wireless ASP models are also emerging from a likely
source: wireless network operators. As a value-added
service to penetrate business (vertical) markets, carriers are
ramping-up their efforts to provide more than voice service.
Since businesses generate higher ARPU, a way to prevent
churn and increase ARPU further is to link an enterprise’s
behind-the-firewall data (e-mail, intranet, directories, competitive information) to the mobile handsets already deployed by the network operator. Verizon has offered mobile data solutions for some time, as have AT&T and other
operators of the CDPD network. Historically, the carriers’
major mobile data inroad into enterprises was offering a cell
phone-to-laptop cabled modem solution, allowing mobile
dial-up. The CDPD packet data network offered some more
customized solutions using non-phone devices, but the
growth of this business has been slow to date due to device
considerations, lack of applications, and coverage issues.
This is changing quickly. Nextel is taking its business focus
and recently launched nationwide packet data network into
a partnership with Aether and IBM, among others, to dig
even deeper into business applications. SprintPCS recently
launched its Wireless Web for business through partnerships with major SIs and application developers such as
Lotus, PeopleSoft, Sabre, Brience, IBM, and Siebel. Another packet data network operator with a business focus,
Motient, has also developed its own compelling enterprise
applications and has partnered with application developers
such as IBM, Critical Path, Oracle, and Computer Associates.
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Wireless Networks
networks (PAN). Bluetooth is a device-embedded technology that uses a specialized radio frequency modem to let
devices transmit information between one another at very
high speeds over a diameter of around ten meters. Since a
mobile device can always be with a user, we believe it will
be the ultimate input/output device in a user’s day, constantly updating and configuring a chain of actions and requirements between wireless network layers and the Internet.

Wireless Network Layers

Historically, analysis of mobile wireless telecommunications involved one network layer: the wide area network
(WAN) of the cellular carrier. This is the network layer to
which we devote virtually all of the analysis in this section.
However, two other network layers in unlicensed spectrum
bands are becoming inextricably tied to the WAN that we
all use today, as illustrated in Exhibit 17. Wireless local
area networks (LAN) are a lower-radius layer well-suited
for deployment within an office building, a campus environment, or a home to give users’ freedom of movement
with constant connectivity to a network. Mobile computing
devices operating on a wireless LAN need special radio
frequency modems that do not, in turn, operate on a WAN.
Dual-mode LAN/WAN devices are possible, unlocking the
utility of a device to operate everywhere. Below the LAN,
a technology called “Bluetooth” (discussed below in the
Devices section) is creating the possibility of personal area

The complexities of the mobile Internet increase exponentially when these additional network layers are brought into
the equation, extending from the PAN to the Internet. Future network layers will need unification for seamless billing, user information, location, messaging, and security.
This is especially true as wireless network layers are integrated with wireline networks, since wireless networks will
always have less bandwidth, more latency, less connection
stability, and less certain availability.

Exhibit 17
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Packet versus Circuit

Before discussing the evolution of the wireless WANs, investors should realize that the packet/circuit issues in the
wireline world are identical for wireless. There are two
ways to make a wireless connection from your handset to
the data you want to obtain: 1) circuit-switched, and 2)
packet-switched. Packet technology uses a shared network,
whereas circuit technology uses a dedicated network. In the
simplest terms, a circuit-switched connection is like dialing
up your wireline ISP from home over traditional copper
phone lines, whereas a packet-switched connection is like
having a cable modem or digital subscriber line (DSL).
Circuit-switched connections are very bandwidth-inefficient
for the network operator because a voice channel is dedicated to the data connection whether the user is translating
data or not. On the other hand, packet-switched connections allow a message to be broken into pieces and routed
along unused network channels. If a circuit-switched connection is lost, the entire process must be undertaken again;
if a packet switched connection is lost, only the data that did
not get through is resent, and the entire message is reassembled at the end.
For the wireless user using two networks with identical
network speeds, the circuit-switched network will always
feel slower because of the extra dial-up and connection
times. Hence, the primary difference is that circuitswitched requires dial-up time, connection time, and log-in
time, while packet-switched is always on and provides virtually instantaneous access. For the wireless carrier, packet
data networks are on the order of ten times more efficient
than circuit-switched data. The primary benefit to the user
of packet networks over circuit-switched lies in packet’s
always-on status, while the primary benefit to the operator
is efficiency. With packet, there is no wasted dial-up time
to slow down the realized speed to the user.
The Speed and Spectrum Trade-Off

The concept of data speed on a wireless network is a relatively straightforward process, but, like everything in life,
there is a difference between theory and reality. When peo-
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ple talk about connection speeds, they are really talking
about bit transmission rates. A total of eight bits equals one
byte, which is about one typed character such as the letter
“M.” A bit rate is how many Kilobits (1,000 bits) per second (Kbps) a network processes information. Hence, a 14.4
Kbps network transmits data at a theoretical rate of 14,400
bits per second, or about 1,800 characters (14.4 divided by
8). Remember that this is all theory. The reality is that the
actual realized throughput of data relies on three key things:
1) the effectiveness of the pump (bit rate); 2) the size of the
pipe (channel bandwidth); and 3) the bottlenecks that are in
the way. A network operator could get fantastic data bit
rates but use a lot of spectrum to do it — thus limiting voice
opportunities. If an operator doubled the bandwidth being
allocated to data to 50 Khz from 25 Khz, the same bit rate
of 14.4 Kbps, for example, could achieve a doubled speed
of 28.8 Kbps. The net result of this trade-off is that network
operators have to price voice and data relative to the opportunity cost of losing either voice or data traffic.
Road Map to the Future

The acronym-heavy wireless industry is a direct result of
the US government’s decision to let free markets determine
the best technology for digital wireless communications.
Rather than having an agreement on a single standard, such
as GSM in Europe, Americans have the choice between
TDMA, CDMA, GSM, and iDEN. Needless to say, these
essentially incompatible standards have resulted in a great
deal of duplicative capital being deployed for coverage that
is far inferior to that experienced when traveling overseas
— or that which Americans would have if networks all
used the same digital air interface. Furthermore, the US has
a handful of dedicated data-only networks that have only
been deployed on a nominal basis internationally. Exhibit
18 sets forth the “alphabet soup” of American wireless networks and denotes today’s availability and the expected
time of commercial availability of future technology. Each
of these networks is discussed in detail below.
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Exhibit 18

Wide-Area Wireless Network Evolution
Network Type

Operator

Data Only

U.S. POP Raw Speed
Availability Coverage
(Kbps)

DataTAC
Mobitex
Ricochet
CDPD
FLEX
ReFLEX
Ricochet (enhanced)

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

81%
64%
4%
51%
90%
90%
1%

19.2
Two-Way Packet Data
8.0
Two-Way Packet Data
28.8
Two-Way Packet Data
19.2
Two-Way Packet Data
4.8
One-Way Packet Data
6.4 (ii) Two-Way Packet Data
128.0
Two-Way Packet Data

Motient, BCE
BellSouth Wireless Data, Rogers
Metricom
AT&T(i), AirTouch, ALLTEL, Verizon, BellSouth, SBC, U.S. Cellular
Arch/PageNet, WebLink, Metrocall, WorldCom/SkyTel
Arch/PageNet, WebLink, Metrocall, WorldCom/SkyTel
Metricom

Cellular / PCS / ESMR

Network

TDMA (IS-136)
GSM
CDMA (IS-95A) (iii)
HSCSD (iv)
iDEN
GPRS
cdma2000A (1xRTT)
EDGE
cdma2000A (1xRTT-EV)
cdma2000B (3xRTT)
W-CDMA

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
1Q01
2Q01
2002
2002
2003
2003

85%
58%
75%
0%
66%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

9.6
9.6
14.4
57.0
19.2
115.0
144.0
384.0
384.0
384.0
384.0

AT&T(i), Price, Centennial, Rural, Western, Rogers, U.S.Cellular
VoiceStream, Powertel, Microcell, SBC
Sprint PCS(i), Verizon, US WEST, U.S.Cellular, BCE, Clearnet
VoiceStream, Powertel, Microcell, SBC, BellSouth
Nextel, Clearnet
VoiceStream, Powertel, Microcell, SBC
Sprint PCS(i), Verizon, US WEST, BCE, Clearnet
All GSM & TDMA wireless
All CDMA wireless
All CDMA wireless
All GSM & TDMA wireless

(v)
(v)
(v)
(v)

Voice, CSD
Voice, CSD
Voice, CSD
GSM
Voice, Packet Data
GSM, Packet Data
CDMA Packet Data
GSM, TDMA Packet Data
CDMA Packet Data
CDMA Packet Data
Voice & Packet Data

(i) AT&T includes affiliates Triton PCS, Tritel, and Telecop. Sprint PCS includes affiliates AirGate PCS, Alamoosa PCS, and US Unw ired.
(ii) ReFLEX netw orks can combine channels to achiev e speeds near 56kbps.
(iii) Korea migrated to IS-95B.
(iv ) In the U.K., Orange is launching HSCSD w ith Nokia.
(v ) Fix ed speed is 2mbps; Mobile speed is 384kbps.
Definitions: CDPD (Cellular Digital Packet Data); CDMA (Code Div ision Multiple Access); CSD (Circuit Sw itched Data); EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for Global Ev olution); GPRS (General Packet Radio
Sy stem); GSM (Global Sy stem for Mobile communications); HSCSD (High Speed Circuit Sw itched Data); TDMA (Time Div ision Multiple Access); W-CDMA (Wideband Code Div ision Multiple Access)

Source: Ericsson; Motorola; Nokia, Qualcomm; Wireless Data Forum; Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

data speeds of 128kbps are similar to the 3G speeds
being rolled out by the cellular networks which, coupled with Bluetooth, could make Metricom a less attractive alternative to a wireless data user, especially
given Metricom’s small footprint.

Dedicated Data Networks

There are essentially four commercial dedicated data networks in the United States.
•

Motient operates a broad nationwide two-way packet
data network based on Motorola’s DataTAC technology.

•

BellSouth Wireless Data operates a nationwide twoway packet data network built on Ericsson’s Mobitex
technology, but it has slower overall data speeds and
less population coverage than Motient. Currently, the
popular RIM devices only operate on Motient’s and
BellSouth Wireless Data’s networks.

•

Metricom is not really a direct competitor of Motient or
BellSouth, as it focuses on wirelessly enabling laptop
computers with special modems and has launched with
very limited geographic coverage. Metricom is not expected to cover 100 million POPs until late 2001 and
does not yet support handheld devices. Metricom’s
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•

The paging networks have extensive one-way coverage
and the ability to deliver two-way advanced information services to users. We expect paging networks to
support two-way short messaging service and instant
messaging traffic and smaller information transfers
(push and pull), but network limitations will prohibit
widespread two-way delivery of larger e-mails and data
transfer in the near future. Over time, paging networks
with sufficient spectrum can re-engineer their systems
to create faster throughput by banding together channels to attain raw data speeds near 56 Kbps. Recent
merger and investment activity in the paging sector has
highlighted the reach of paging networks. The bandwidth of paging operators will not be able to support
3G multimedia applications.
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Cellular-PCS-ESMR Networks Today

Cellular, PCS, and enhanced specialized mobile radio
(ESMR) operators used circuit-switched solutions for their
initial data steps. These solutions are not comparable to the
wide-area geographic and good in-building coverage of
packet data operators such as Motient and BellSouth, and
this has limited the cellular carriers’ data offerings. To
overcome the limitations of circuit switching, carriers like
BellAtlantic and AT&T launched cellular digital packet
data (CDPD) networks as far back as 1994. Without a sizeable portfolio of devices and lack of operations, CDPD coverage and usage never became as prevalent as the voice
networks, nor do we expect its coverage to be significantly
enhanced from current levels as cellular operators plan the
funding and rollout of 2.5G and 3G networks. ESMR operator Nextel also recently turned on a packet-data overlay
to its voice network, which will be a single-network improvement over disperse CDPD networks. Nextel’s launch
brings the number of US packet data choices to four. Until
2000, operators had been focused on loading their networks
with voice customers to gain market share of minutes of use
(MOUs) from landline networks. This is still the case, but
wireless data potential has turned carriers’ attention to network evolution to support advanced services, as has the
large increase of data traffic on landline networks. Connectivity today, however, is limited to the long set-up times and
high expense of circuit-switched solutions, such as those
offered by Sprint PCS and GSM providers (VoiceStream,
Omnipoint, Powertel, Aerial, BellSouth, and SBC) or by the
limited coverage of CDPD solutions like AT&T’s.
Cellular-PCS-ESMR Network Evolution

We are on the verge of a dramatic improvement in terrestrial wireless data networks as traditional voice operators
overlay high-speed wireless data over their existing infrastructures. The time line illustrated in Exhibit 18 indicates
that it will be one to three years until data rates become significantly faster than today’s 19.2 Kbps offerings. Furthermore, this timeline indicates commercial availability, not
necessarily a network operator’s full deployment of the new
technology. The path to 2.5G necessitates new software at
the existing switch, but uses the same radio frequency (RF)
transceivers as current digital (2G) networks, so the incremental investment for network carriers is not substantial.
The path to 3G will vary by operator, depending on its current digital technology. In all cases, however, a new RF
layer will need to be installed over the entire network, but
backward compatibility will ensure that 2G and 2.5G investments are not made obsolete. The speeds quoted above
are also theoretical speeds; actual realized speeds may be
Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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much lower depending on the level of subscriber usage per
cell site and other factors. We believe that narrowband
wireless (around 19.2 Kbps) has an ongoing role in the 3G
world, especially for low-bandwidth and price-sensitive
applications such as e-mail, instant messaging, and textbased mobile Internet access. The pricing models for 3G
services will have to earn a return on the incremental capital
to deploy 3G.
Satellite Networks

We do not view current mobile satellite communications
providers as competitive peers to terrestrial wireless networks for most voice and wireless data applications due to
higher service pricing, higher equipment costs, larger
equipment size, and other satellite-specific issues, such as
high latency and line-of-sight limitations. However, satellite data networks do offer the promise of ubiquitous geographic coverage, which could enhance the power of mobile
(and fixed) wireless data applications. End user equipment
is also improving to the extent that the industry could see
more service adoption on satellite networks.
Wireless Internet Bottlenecks

The quality of service experienced by a wireless user for
voice or data services often boils down to the quality of the
network being used. Static and dropped calls are the alltoo-frequent manifestations of poor coverage or capacity.
The good thing about wireless networks is that they are constantly evolving toward better coverage, speed, capacity,
and capabilities. Mobile handsets are also taking similar
strides. Combined, wireless user experiences are only going
to get better, in our opinion. However, the accelerating
penetration of wireless users may overtake technical advances in the network. We believe that customer satisfaction with the mobile Internet could be negatively affected,
for the foreseeable future, by wireless network capacity
because any marginal increases in bandwidth and capacity
are likely to be consumed by more bandwidth-intensive
applications and more users on the networks.
Mobile Bandwidth Lags Fixed

All the talk of 3G speeds is exciting, but these speeds are in
“the last mile” over-the-air between the base station and the
mobile handset. Anyone with a vested interest in the development of 3G services, however, has to remember that mobile wireless data networks will be materially affected by
the performance and capacity issues that are affecting the
wired Internet today. Wireless packet data networks today
are operating at a maximum theoretical speed of 19.2kbps.
Given that most of the wired Internet is operating at an av-
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erage transmission speed of 40kbps, the bottleneck in wireless remains the last mile over-the-air access. We do not
see this relationship changing. Even future 3G theoretical
mobile speed of 384kbps significantly lags today’s xDSL
speed of 1.5mbps or fixed broadband cable modem speed of
5mbps, and will pale in comparison to future to-the-home
connections of upwards of 25mbps. Mobility penalizes
throughput.
Furthermore, the realized wireless throughput will be significantly less than theoretical 3G speeds due to limitations
in the rest of the Internet. Behind the cell site, data moves
on wireline networks (local/regional/backbone) and their
routers, through Internet peering points and content servers.
Despite the fact that data packets in transport on fiber are
moving at the speed of light, the wireline networks generate
significant packet loss and backup at routers and peering
points. As we all know from wired Internet experience,
there is frequent congestion at the content servers, which is
another major source of reduced throughput. Network congestion problems are compounded by the fact that dropped
packets are resent, adding to the overall traffic level of the
network. These bottlenecks will be alleviated, as they are
beginning to be in the wired Internet, by more efficient
routing technology and the distribution of content closer to
the edge of the network to minimize router interaction.
Companies such as AlterEgo Networks are easing the strain
of wireless data congestion through distributed servers in
partnership with Internet infrastructure services providers
like InterNAP, Inktomi, Aether, and SRI International.
Wireless Network Growing Pains

For wireless voice service, the popularity of AT&T’s Digital One Rate puts incredible strains on the network in major
markets like New York. We believe that we could witness
similar strains on wireless data in the near future. Since
CDPD has emerged as the most popular packet network for
mobile Internet applications (AT&T Pocket Net, GoAmerica, OmniSky), the network is seeing usage in excess
of historical levels. The current capacity of the network is
reportedly “millions,” assuming an even loading distribution, but OmniSky and GoAmerica could have over a million users on the network by 2002, excluding PocketNet
users. In Japan, i-Mode has enacted scheduled shutdowns
of its 14.4kbps packet network to accommodate growth.
User growth could be negatively affected by poor connectivity despite the appeal or utility of a wireless portal or
application.
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Poor connectivity is usually the culprit behind mobile wireless devices being flung out of windows and into trashcans.
Again, we also believe the connectivity issue will be exacerbated for the foreseeable future because any marginal
increases in bandwidth and capacity are likely to be consumed by more bandwidth-intensive applications and more
users on the networks. Mitigating the CDPD issue is new
equipment to let devices “ride” on other packet networks
such as Motient, BellSouth, or the pending GPRS network.
In addition, the CDPD network is a relatively efficient
overlay of existing voice networks, and a major market like
Atlanta could be built for under $10 million. Network operators that are happy with the data revenue being generated
can also reduce analog cellular capacity for CDPD.
Location, Location, Location

As in real estate, nothing is more valuable than the right
location. For wireless, location information will unleash a
raft of new content, applications, and revenue opportunities.
Most importantly, location information should be enough to
overcome user perceptions that wireless bandwidth’s lag to
wireline is too great to make wireless service valuable. Unfortunately, location information isn’t available yet, and
may not be for some time. The problem with getting proper
location data is that wireless networks were, until now, built
without the perceived need for such information. The FCC
has now mandated location information be served up by
wireless network operators for emergency (“E911”) purposes.
The first part of the FCC’s plan requires network operators
to route a 911 call to a public safety point and provide the
calling phone number, what cell site the call came from, and
what sector of the cell. The second part of the FCC’s plan,
required by October 2001, requires network operators to
provide 50–300 meter information about the location of the
caller. Network operators are actively pursuing both network-based and handset-based solutions, both of which
have limitations. Network operators can already determine
from which cell a wireless call originates; the problem is
that a cell can have a very large diameter — sometimes as
large as a whole town. The act of finding a person’s location is a simple act of determining the global latitude and
longitude of the individual, an equation that has been calculated by sailors and adventurers for hundreds of years.
MSDW’s headquarters at 1585 Broadway sits at the intersection of West 73 hours, 59 minutes, and 8 seconds and
North 40 hours, 46 minutes, and 1 second. While our
building doesn’t move, mobile wireless users do, and
therein lies the dilemma.
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Exhibit 19

Location Technologies
HANDSET-BASED LOCATION
Sale Price:
$106.94

BLUETOOTH-BASED LOCATION

NETWORK-BASED LOCATION
Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Solutions in the Handset

Handset-based location solutions revolve around the incorporation of a global positioning system (GPS) receiver into
the handset. GPS is a US government-funded and -operated
constellation of satellites that transmit coded radio signals
toward the earth. A GPS receiver can take signals from at
least three such satellites and calculate a unit’s position.
The most significant limitation is the line-of-sight with the
satellites, which makes the solution impractical in major
cities or within a building of any sort. Furthermore, the
integration of a GPS receiver into a handset will increase
the cost, size, and battery drain of the unit, all of which are
counter to today’s handset trends. Furthermore, a GPSbased solution obviously involves a massive upgrade of
users’ mobile handsets, which is another problem. The
FCC requirements for carriers electing handset-based solutions mandate position location of 911 callers with an accuracy of 50 meters in 67% of all incidents and 150 meters in
95% of all incidents.
Solutions in the Network

Network-based solutions involve the use of the existing
cellular infrastructure (towers, switching, etc.) and spectrum
to calculate position based on triangulation and other sophisticated calculations, much like GPS. As many wireless
users know, it is often difficult to receive a cellular signal
from one tower, let alone three. This is holding back network-based solutions, although some companies like US
Wireless are pursuing strategies that rely on just one cell
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site. Network operators would need to overlay one of several potential technologies over their existing towers. Current technologies under trial include time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle of arrival (AOA), and “fingerprinting”
through maps of cellular transmission paths. The FCC requirements for carriers electing handset-based solutions
mandate position location of 911 callers with an accuracy of
100 meters in 67% of all incidents and 300 meters in 95%
of all incidents.
Future Solutions

We believe that it is wrong to assume that wireless network
operators will always control or own location information.
In particular, today’s location solutions could be obviated
by Bluetooth. We envision a network of fixed devices (i.e.,
immobile and tethered to the Internet, like a cash register)
constantly talking to mobile devices via Bluetooth or comparable LAN or PAN networks. The fixed devices know
where they are, and the mobile device talks to the fixed and
says, “I’m here; where’s here?” and the fixed serves up the
information either to the device or back to the carrier via a
landline connection. The key here, for the carriers, is that
“location” can be found without them. Bluetooth’s raw data
speeds of 500-1,000kbps are also significantly faster than
even 3G promises for mobile networks. While it may be
several years, at least, before there are enough networked
appliances like retail cash registers or ATMs, we don’t think
that carriers are the only source of location.
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Devices
The wireless experience, for most people, revolves around
the mobile device. Some people are so enamored with the
device (a shiny Nokia, a mini Motorola) that the purchase
decision is about the device first, and the service second.
There are those who have multiple devices: phone, pager,
two-way pager, personal organizer, and laptop. This multiplicity of devices is at the center of the greatest device debate of the moment: How many devices does a user really
need?
Freedom of Choice

We do not believe that one device can, and should, do everything. As with a laptop computer, the more that is
crammed into it, the bulkier it becomes. Bulkiness is unattractive and sometimes impractical; simplicity is attractive
and useful. In a wireless device, adding layers of complexity increases device size and decreases battery life. In addition, if a device is held to your ear during a conversation, it
is physically impossible to discuss electronic calendar or
contact information if that information is part of the same
handset (without an earpiece). In the not-too-distant future,
Bluetooth will enable devices to communicate with each
other wirelessly. Then, tapping a phone number on a Palm
could automatically initiate a call on a phone. Or, an incoming call could be routed discretely to the Palm as a text
message. We believe that wireless devices will continue to
shrink in size while increasing in features, battery life, and
performance, even as higher-bandwidth wireless networks
make greater demands on devices. Below, we describe the
wireless devices currently available in the marketplace and
the wireless data capabilities of each.
Phones. Digital phones capable of receiving short message
service can participate in wireless data through push and
limited pull technology. Users can configure wired portals
to deliver what they want, how they want it, and when they
want it. In addition, users can send SMS messages to other
mobile users. Digital phones that have mini-browsers installed, such as those provided by Phone.com or Nokia, can
access more robust Internet services and conduct full twoway wireless browsing. So-called “smart phones” are now
being made by all major manufacturers, including Motorola,
Ericsson, Nokia, Samsung, Mitsubishi, and NeoPoint.
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). The PDA market in
the US supports a number of vendors, including Palm, Research In Motion (RIM), Handspring, Hewlett-Packard,
Compaq, and Casio. RIM’s Inter@ctive pagers were the
Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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first PDAs with built-in wireless capabilities, and they have
become very popular by including Palm-like personal information management (PIM) functions and a full
QWERTY keyboard in a pager-sized device. The new RIM
957 has a larger screen and a slim PalmV form factor. Palm
launched its wireless Palm VII in 1999, and new clip-on
modems by Novatel have wirelessly enabled other Palm
products such as the PalmV. The Palm operating system
(O/S) has been licensed to Handspring, a new company
whose Visor product supports Palm applications but also
has a unique plug-in slot to enable other applications and
wireless connectivity. With the evolution of wireless networks toward 3G, we expect a variety of new PDA devices
to be created by traditional phone and consumer electronics
manufacturers.
Laptops. Wireless modems can be easily inserted into PC
card slots on the side of most laptops to give them wireless
capabilities. For the user who relies on robust computing
power and multiple applications with high storage capacity,
nothing will beat a top-of-the-line laptop. Wireless modem
manufacturers include Novatel Wireless, RIM, and Sierra
Wireless. Combined with a wireless ISP or a wireless remote access connection to an enterprise server, laptops can
deliver a “desktop” Internet experience at speeds of around
20 Kbps on today’s packet networks, or faster speeds with a
specialized modem/network configuration from Metricom.
PC Companions/Mini PCs. Devices that run Windows CE
software, or popular European devices like the Psion that
run Symbian’s EPOC software, are typically built to resemble mini-laptops with 6” x 3” screens and full QWERTY
keyboards. These devices have not been very successful in
the US in part, we believe, because they are “neither here
nor there.” That is, they are too small to be as fully functional as slim, powerful laptops like Sony’s VAIO, and they
are too large to be as popular as the ultra-portable Palm or
RIM devices. Manufacturers in this space include Compaq,
Hewlett-Packard, and Sharp. Windows CE devices are
wirelessly enabled through modem cards (like laptops).
Pagers. The one-way numeric pager is the simplest wireless data device, finding a user and delivering a number.
One-way alphanumeric pagers, like digital SMS phones,
can also deliver text messages and therefore benefit from
their ability to push Internet data down to the unit. Twoway pagers add e-mail capabilities and PIM functions and
thus support more advanced Internet applications. Motorola
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and Glenayre are now selling small two-way pagers with
full QWERTY keyboards and larger screens, bringing
pagers closer to PDA functionality. Two-way pagers running on the ReFLEX paging networks have limited “pull”
capacity relative to two-way pagers running on packet data
networks like Motient or BellSouth.
PG-13 and Gen-Y Devices. There are a variety of new
“gee-whiz,” low-cost devices aimed at the youth market like
Cybiko, GirlTech Laser Chat, TIger Quik Writer, and Toy
Biz V-Mail. Users of these devices don’t pay monthly
wireless service fees since they operate in unlicensed spectrum over relatively short distances. Similarly, many
popular handheld video games like Game Boy can play
against each other in the unlicensed wireless band. Furthermore, a new Game Boy accessory, the Shark MX, is a
clip-on e-mail enabling service. The primary benefit of
these devices is that they are training an upcoming generation of heavy mobile wireless users. A new device called
the Modo is aimed at Gen-Y and other hip, urban types.
Modo is a highly-stylized pager running on ReFLEX networks that lets users in major cities (New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco so far) get pushed information on
bars, clubs, music, coffee bars reviews, movies, addresses,
and other Modo users. Modo also downloads barcodes so
users can present coupons for purchases like CDs.
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Morphing Devices and Mobile Operating Systems

The Darwinian evolution of devices began with Handspring’s September 2000 announcement of a Springboard
drop-in GSM radio and software application, VisorPhone,
that turns the popular Palm O/S PDA into a cellular phone.
Handspring is also planning a CDMA module. Palm and
Motorola have also announced their intentions to develop a
GSM phone by early 2001 that ties a PDA and a cellular
phone more closely together in a compelling form factor.
Investors will soon see more devices “morphing” into one
another as the device market broadens to create the best
Internet appliances.
Surprising alliances have formed. Rather than dozens of
incompatible standards, companies are partnering to bring
compelling wireless data services to consumers sooner
rather than later. The teamwork is happening most in the
operating system and applications development areas, both
of which manifest themselves to the user via the software
embedded in the handset. For example, the Palm O/S has
been licensed to Handspring, Nokia, Sony, and Symbol.
Nokia is also an investor in Symbian, a venture between
Psion, Nokia, Ericsson, Motorola, and Matsushita that developed a wireless data operating software, EPOC. Microsoft has updated its WindowsCE O/S to the newly-launched
PocketPC O/S, which has a better user interface, PIM functions, and expansion options. PocketPC is running on devices made by Hewlett-Packard, Compaq, Casio, and Symbol.
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Exhibit 20

Device and Network Interoperability

Network

Today

Additional
Future
Networks

Palm

Handspring

RIM

Laptops

WinCE

Phones

Pagers

CDPD, Mobitex,
Cellular, PCS

ReFLEX,
CDPD,
DataTAC, GSM

DataTAC,
Mobitex

CDPD,
DataTAC,
Mobitex,
Ricochet

CDPD,
DataTAC,
Mobitex,
Ricochet

Cellular, PCS,
ESMR

Flex, ReFlex

Cellular, PCS,
ESMR

Cellular, PCS,
ESMR

Cellular, PCS,
ESMR

NA

NA

DataTAC,
Cellular, PCS,
ReFLEX, ESMR
ESMR

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Bluetooth

bles typically used to connect devices. The range of each
Bluetooth radio transmitter is approximately 10 meters,
which can be extended to 100 meters with amplification.
Devices with embedded Bluetooth components support both
point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections, allowing
for the interaction of PANs, LANs, and WANs. The more
exciting aspect of Bluetooth is the ability to have various
devices automatically synchronize or serve Internet or other
data to mobile devices without traditional wireless network
connectivity.

Bluetooth wireless technology is a system solution comprising hardware, software, and interoperability requirements for inter-device communications operating globally
in the 2.4 Ghz spectrum band with raw data speeds of 5001,000kbps. Bluetooth was founded by 3Com, Ericsson,
IBM, Intel, Lucent, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia, and
Toshiba. Current estimates see Bluetooth chip costs going
to $5 in a few years, but around $25–50 currently. An exciting aspect of Bluetooth service is the elimination of ca-

Toshiba is the first manufacturer to ship Bluetooth products
commercially in the US and has already done so in Japan.
Toshiba’s Bluetooth card for laptop PCs will be somewhat
useless to initial buyers, however, since the cellular phones
it is meant to talk to won’t be available until later in 2001.
IBM will be shipping a Bluetooth laptop card in the near
term as well, and both devices are expected to sell for under
$200.

What Works Where

A confusing piece of the wireless data puzzle is figuring out
which devices work on which networks. Basically, any
device can be made to work on any network by throwing
money and engineers at the problem. Today, however, history has given us the device-network options illustrated in
Exhibit 20. We also show our expectations for future device-network combinations.
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International Indicators
A significant amount of press has been focused on the mobile Internet experience in Japan and Europe, two international regions that have relatively high mobile penetration
but relatively low wired Internet penetration (around 15%
compared to nearly 50% in the US). As a result, many innovations have launched “straight-to-mobile” that are seen
as a barometer for what we might expect in the US. In addition to monitoring markets for innovation (Sweden, Finland), we believe that investors should also monitor larger
markets for the traction and scalability of the mobile InterExhibit 21

Relative Population Size
Country
U.S.A.
New York Metro
Los Angeles
Washington/Baltimore
Chicago
SanFrancisco
Philadelphia
Boston

Population
275.1
20.1
15.8
7.3
8.8
6.8
6.0
5.6

% Of U.S.
Population
100%
7%
6%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%

WESTERN EUROPE
Germany
France
UK
Italy
Spain
Netherlands
Greece
Belgium
Portugal
Sweden
Austria
Switzerland
Denmark
Finland
Norway
Ireland
Luxembourg

387.2
82.0
59.7
59.0
57.7
39.4
15.7
10.6
10.1
10.0
8.9
8.1
7.1
5.3
5.2
4.5
3.7
0.4

141%
30%
22%
21%
21%
14%
6%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
0%

JAPAN

126.5

46%

U.S.
Equivalent

California
Florida or Los Angeles
Ohio or Chicago
Michigan
Dallas-Houston
New Jersey
Georgia
Virginia or Washington/Baltimore
Missouri or Boston
Maryland
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Wyoming

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

European Mobile Internet Services: Still in the Middle
Ages?

The notion that Europe is ahead of the US in the mobile
Internet is questionable. In fact, we actually believe that
Europe, at the moment, is lagging from a technology standpoint. The US has nationwide packet-data networks supporting many different devices and a host of portals and
specialized content, as well as circuit-switched services
deployed on national networks with popular Internet content. Europe currently has just circuit-switched mobile
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net (Japan, Germany, France, United Kingdom, and Italy).
However, many innovative applications leverage unique
regional or cultural phenomena that may or may not be easily transferred to the US. For example, the popularity of an
application in Finland, roughly the size of Maryland and
25% of the size of New York City, may have little relevance
for a US or German national wireless carrier. Exhibit 21 is
a reminder of the relevant mobile Internet opportunities in
terms of size and scalability.
The problem with WAP in Europe, and SprintPCS in the
US, is that circuit-switched data is a major hurdle to adoption; rather than the “always-on” nature of packet data,
WAP to date has been “always-off,” which means that it’s
not used enough. Furthermore, many of the services that
have grabbed attention in Europe are built around SMS, not
interactive mobile Internet usage. We expect this to change
rapidly in Europe as GPRS is rolled out and packet data
considerably improves the user experience, especially
given: 1) the smaller sizes of the countries; 2) a single national carrier typically; and 3) a single digital wireless technology.
The Numbers Indicate Parity with the US

Looking at the relative user bases, the big US wireless carriers collectively have around 735,000 interactive mobile
wireless Internet users on browser-embedded phones. In
Europe, the figures we’ve been able to assemble for the
United Kingdom (Vodafone), France (FT), Germany (DT),
and Italy (TIM) roughly equate to 500,000 users (not devices). Given that these four countries together are about
the same size as the US, and given that other carriers in
these countries have mobile Internet users, we believe that
the countries are relatively on par in terms of adoption.
Given US facility with, and dependence on, the wired Internet, we believe that US mobile Internet usage could accelerate more quickly.
New European Mobile Internet Portals

An exciting aspect of the mobile Internet in Europe are the
new wireless portals emerging from carriers (Vizzavi, Zed)
and from independents (iobox, MyAlert). These all have
the wireless focus of US independent portals, but also attempt to create a more pervasive portal experience by combining a unique desktop and mobile experience. Vizzavi
takes this notion the furthest with plans to expand its presence to interactive television.
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Exhibit 22

European Wireless Portals

Company
iobox

Portal
Wired / Wireless

Product
Mobile e-mail, chat, instant messaging,
address books, calendar, ringing tones,
icons, games, general news content

Wireless Service
All Internet and wireless platforms,
including SMS and WAP.

MyAlert

Wired / Wireless

Alert-based notification portal for mail,
GSM or WAP phones in Spain, UK,
shopping, calendar, and general news and Germany, Italy, France, Sweden
entertainment.

Vizzavi

Wired / Wireless

Personalized e-mail, address book,
calendar, search engine, directory, live
help, general news content, chat,
entertainment.

Zed

Wired / Wireless

General news, entertainment, e-commerce,
chat groups, e-mail, calendar, directory
and travel services.

Home page for Vodafone, Vivendi,
Canal+ for all devices: PC, mobile
phone, television, PDA
SMS and/or WAP phones

Source: Company reports; Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research.

The Rising Sun: Japanese Mobile Internet Services

Japan’s mobile Internet services (i-Mode, EZweb, J-Sky)
are a unique blend of portal and services closely tied to
services launched by the wireless network operators, led by
NTT DoCoMo’s i-Mode service. These services have also
fueled thousands of stand-alone portals, applications, and
services. The three major mobile Internet service providers
in Japan are detailed in Exhibit 23, according to MSDW
Telecommunications Services analysts Hironori Tanaka and
Lalita Gupta.
Exhibit 23

Japanese Mobile Internet Services
Aug-00
Service Name
Launch Date
Subscribers (000)
Web Sites
Handsets
Protocol
Raw Speed
System
Network

NTT DoCoMo
i-Mode
2/22/1999
9,786
578
12
cHTML
9.6kbps
packet
PDC 800Mhz

DDI/TUKA/IDO
EZ-web
4/14/1999
3,049
18,700
8
HDML
14.4kbps
packet / circuit
cdmaOne
800Mhz/1.5Ghz

J-Phone
J-SkyWeb
12/10/1999
2,201
280
8
MML
9.6kbps
circuit
PDC 1.5Ghz

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Japan Research
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What is important to glean from Japan is that its mobile
Internet success is not about selling technology to consumers (WAP, etc.), but is about selling attractive services.
This “service first” concept must be copied by US players,
in our opinion. Technology is not marketed in Japan as it is
in the US and Europe. US carriers should also note that, to
get its service going, i-Mode offers free sites to build the
brand, then charges for more advanced services (which 80%
of users end up paying for). The success of i-Mode also has
to do with factors such as relatively low PC and wired
Internet penetration, and high landline telecommunications
tariffs. Nonetheless, we believe that it was the Japanese
network operators’ approach that stimulated the market. A
few other factors were at work as well:
•

i-Mode did not to wait for 3G. Rather, it launched
compelling services using a relatively narrowband
packet-data overlay to create an “always-on” user experience.

•

i-Mode did not wait around for WAP. i-Mode’s
stripped-down compact HTML (cHTML) is not WAP,
but it is easy to convert existing HTML Web sites to
wireless. NTT DoCoMo is the single network upon
which i-Mode is deployed, and NTT DoCoMo is the
source of the cHTML i-Mode code with which the de-
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velopment community creates services. The result: no
bugs and perfect interoperability. Critics of i-Mode say
a proprietary standard can’t work, but the beauty of it is
that the code is ironclad and every developer is writing
on the same version for the same phones for one carrier. There, all sites work well, and nothing gets
scrambled and garbled like our attempts to pull down a
WAP version of Yahoo! Mobile discussed above.
•

i-Mode opened its network and software to thirdparty site development, resulting in nearly 20,000 sites.

i-Mode Economics

The suite of i-Mode services are built around four areas:
transaction, database, entertainment, and information. The
i-Mode revenue model is based on a monthly basic charge
of US$3, on top of which a user is charged for data communications usage as measured by kilobytes transmitted; in
1999, this charge averaged US$12. NTT DoCoMo also
charges for optional services which cost a typical user US$3
per site/service per month. Roughly half of i-Mode subscribers are paying for two sites per month, while some
services such as cartoon downloads from Bandai cost users
US$0.75–2.50 per month for downloads. Summing these
services generates an extra i-Mode data ARPU for the specific data user of $20. Across the whole i-Mode base, this
has resulted in an incremental ARPU of US$1 in 1999,
growing to an estimated US$5 by year-end 2000. For every
“official” site that is able to bill users for usage through
NTT DoCoMo’s billing infrastructure, NTT DoCoMo collects 9% of a user’s spending. For “unofficial” sites, NTT
DoCoMo makes money exclusively off the network usage.
Exhibit 24
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Wireless Data in Japan: i-Mode/EZweb/J-Sky (000s)
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Japan: Wireless Data Subscribers
Japan: Wireless Data Penetration of Wireless Subscribers
Wireless Subs
Wireless Data Subs
Penetration
Incremental Penetration

1998
47,307
65
0%

1999
56,850
7,519
13%
13%

2000
66,350
27,454
41%
28%

2001
74,150
45,360
61%
20%

2002
80,350
62,624
78%
17%

2003
85,000
71,958
85%
7%

2004
89,150
78,439
88%
3%

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Japan Research
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i-Mode in the US

The burning question is whether or not i-Mode can be exported to non-Japanese markets. Indeed, extrapolating from
Exhibit 24, the mobile Internet penetration rates in Japan
would equate to about 30 million US wireless data users in
a period of less than one year. i-Mode has been so successful that NTT DoCoMo has had to scale back marketing and
shut its service down for capacity upgrades. However, an
important caveat when assessing new services is that not
everything is cross-cultural. Furthermore, virtually all of
the i-Mode content providers are Japanese companies across
a wide field of industry. Still, NTT DoCoMo has entered
into talks with some US carriers, content companies, and
AOL, but no formal announcements have been made.
While NTT DoCoMo has taken an equity stake in AOL
Japan, this deal is more about AOL’s Internet business in
Japan than it is about DoCoMo’s i-Mode services in the
U.S., although this could change. In particular, it is unclear
whether or not NTT DoCoMo intends to export its technology (i-Mode cHTML) or its services, many of which are
owned by third parties. Certainly, the goal isn’t about exporting Nippon Life Insurance money transfers to the US
market. Part of the problem, in our opinion, is replicating
the unique set of circumstances that exist in Japan, as well
as creating an embedded base of desirable content services.
In the meantime, some US companies are going, instead, to
i-Mode. In August 2000, Walt Disney Internet Group
launched a Disney-branded content service on i-Mode
called “Disney-i” including “Character Town”, a daily
screen saver; “Melody Palace”; “Game World”; and “Disney Fan Magazine-i.” The best way to bring i-Mode to the
US, in our opinion, is to replicate those services that are
useful, popular, and able to be recreated in the US by US
companies. Then, i-Mode needs to use a common protocol
like WAP to reach across various networks. We believe
that a packet experience is better for the end-user, but iMode could launch on packet networks (AT&T, Nextel) or
circuit-switched networks such as SprintPCS. Given the
attempts by the network operators, wired-to-wireless portals, and independent wireless portals to establish a mobile
Internet presence, as well as the significant push by applications developers to bring commerce online wirelessly, we
believe that the US is becoming an increasingly crowded
field.
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Economics & Projections
US Wireline Internet and Wireless Telephony Growth
Statistics
I ndexed Wireline Internet and Wireless Telephony User Growth
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The key question of the mobile Internet is when users and,
more importantly, cash flow will materialize. This issue is
particularly important since recent auctions for 3G wireless
spectrum in Germany cost network operators a whopping
US$48 billion (for a country that has 30% of the US population size). We believe that network operators considering
wireless spectrum purchases and network upgrades in the
US will take a very measured, sober approach. As seen
below, our projection for total mobile Internet industry
revenues does not even reach $60 billion on an annual basis
until around 2010. When operating and other capital expenses are factored in, this represents a very tough ROI on
Germany’s cost level. We don’t think there is any doubt,
however, that network operators need to invest in wireless
data services and content to boost ROI on the network as
voice service pricing continues to retreat and commoditize.
This model is analogous to cable operators investing in programming. We also believe that application developers and
service providers need to consider network evolution and
capabilities before business plans are launched with inadequate infrastructure, such as location-based services when
that data is not yet available commercially in a robust form.
Investors may find aspects of our projections overly conservative, but we lay out our assumptions to be challenged, or
changed, in either direction. We break down our Economics & Projections into the following three areas: 1) users;
2) revenues; and 3) traffic.

Exhibit 25

4Q

How Much? How Soon?

U.S. Total Internet Penetration

Two Currents Merging

The mobile Internet didn’t spring forth in a vacuum. In the
US, enormous Internet pervasiveness and applications have
merged with increasing wireless penetration. Toss in an
increasingly mobile society and the stage is set for the mobile Internet. Exhibit 25 sets forth this precedent for
growth, illustrating recent indexed user growth and historical penetration levels of the total US wireless subscriber
base, the total wireline Internet user base, and AOL-branded
US users.

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

User Forecasts

There are many ways to classify and forecast wireless data
users. New services like voice recognition Internet also
redefine the scope of the mobile Internet. For our purposes,
we follow three primary guidelines with respect to what is
included, and what is not:
•

Users of services, not devices shipped.

•

Interactive devices, not one-way SMS or paging.

•

Horizontal devices and users, not niche vertical markets.

Our forecast represents users of interactive mobile wireless
devices. This is based not on devices manufactured, but on
Wireless Data Services – October 2000
Please refer to important disclosures at the end of this report.
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active subscription or participation in a recurring wireless
data service. Obviously, there are many ways and channels
by which devices are sold, but access requires a network,
and our forecast is for the number of these devices actually
riding on the networks. Furthermore, our projections are for
users primarily in the horizontal markets, as opposed to
users in niche vertical industries. We make this refinement
because vertical devices are generally specialized for a limited set of applications and are not readily adaptable to new
applications and services.
Our projections concern the potential market as it relates to
subscribers who are on devices-network combinations that
can support a variety of B2C and B2B applications, including multiple applications on one device. For example,
wireless financial services represent a vertical industry
segment, yet the devices for this vertical are typically
PDAs, phones, or pagers that are readily adaptable to horizontal uses. We also exclude vertical users because historical data is extremely hard to obtain as many companies are
private or are non-reporting subsidiaries of larger corporations. Finally, we exclude one-way paging and one-way
SMS from our forecasts as these devices, while capable of
receiving Internet data, are not interactive.
We classify our projections by five device user types to
gauge which segment of the marketplace is generating
growth. This segmentation also helps us determine available user bases for certain types of services and applications, as everything doesn’t work on every device. The five
categories of interactive mobile wireless devices are as follows:

Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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•

Telephones (2-way SMS). Wireless phones capable of
initiating and receiving short message service (SMS).
In the US, only Nextel and the GSM carriers offer 2way SMS today, and SMS service is often included as
part of basic voice service. Examples include Nokia
6100 and Nextel i1000.

•

Telephones (browsers). Wireless phones have a mobile Internet browser capable of navigating Internet
content provided by the service provider. Phones may
also be capable of initiating and receiving short message service (SMS). In the US, virtually all major carriers have deployed mobile Internet services with
browser-embedded phones. Examples include Ericsson
R280LX, NeoPoint, and Motorola Timeport.

•

Interactive pagers (2-way). Pagers or PDA-like devices that may have full QWERTY keyboards capable
of initiating and receiving short messages or full e-mail
with attachments. Device capabilities depend on network capabilities. Examples include RIM Interactive
Pager and Motorola T900.

•

Handhelds. PDAs with embedded wireless modems or
PDAs capable of being made wireless by modem attachment. Examples include Palm, Handspring, and
upcoming PocketPC devices.

•

Laptops. Wireless modem card and laptop configurations that enable wireless connectivity. Virtually any
laptop can be wirelessly enabled. Modem manufacturers include Novatel, Sierra, and Ricochet.
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Exhibit 26

US Interactive Mobile Wireless Data Subscriber Forecast
Users in 000s
Users by Device:
Telephones (2Way SMS)
Telephones (Browser)
Interactive Pagers (2Way)
Handhelds
Laptops

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

8,122
499
315
7
10

14,597
1,582
1,080
109
20

22,476
4,068
1,832
792
45

29,112
9,677
2,729
1,681
101

38,333
19,065
3,956
3,447
203

49,539
30,186
5,432
7,027
365

62,680
43,091
7,754
12,473
638

70,550
54,220
10,203
21,708
957

78,053
63,876
12,581
32,472
1,148

84,586
72,285
14,887
43,114
1,320

90,147
77,845
17,117
51,919
1,452

93,567
83,545
19,271
60,616
1,598

8,952
60.2 %
3.3 %
1.2 %

17,387
94.2 %
6.3 %
3.0 %

29,213
68.0 %
10.5 %
4.2 %

43,301
48.2 %
15.5 %
5.0 %

65,004
50.1 %
23.1 %
7.6 %

92,549
42.4 %
32.6 %
9.5 %

126,636
36.8 %
44.3 %
11.7 %

157,638
24.5 %
54.7 %
10.4 %

188,131
19.3 %
64.7 %
10.1 %

216,192
14.9 %
73.8 %
9.1 %

238,481
10.3 %
80.8 %
7.0 %

258,597
8.4 %
86.9 %
6.1 %

2,917
340
98
5
5

6,475
1,082
765
102
10

7,879
2,487
752
683
25

6,636
5,609
897
890
56

9,221
9,387
1,227
1,766
101

11,205
11,121
1,476
3,580
162

13,141
12,905
2,322
5,446
273

7,870
11,129
2,449
9,236
319

7,503
9,657
2,378
10,764
191

6,533
8,408
2,305
10,642
172

5,561
5,561
2,231
8,805
132

3,420
5,700
2,154
8,697
145

3,365

8,435
150.7 %

11,826
40.2 %

14,088
19.1 %

21,703
54.0 %

27,545
26.9 %

34,087
23.7 %

31,002
(9.0)%

30,493
(1.6)%

28,061
(8.0)%

22,289
(20.6)%

20,115
(9.8)%

56.1 %
79.7 %
213.6 % 216.8 %
45.0 % 243.2 %
301.8 % 1,515.5 %
100.0 % 100.0 %

54.0 %
157.2 %
69.6 %
629.0 %
125.0 %

29.5 %
137.9 %
49.0 %
112.4 %
125.0 %

31.7 %
97.0 %
45.0 %
105.0 %
100.0 %

29.2 %
58.3 %
37.3 %
103.8 %
80.0 %

26.5
42.8
42.7
77.5
75.0

%
%
%
%
%

12.6
25.8
31.6
74.0
50.0

%
%
%
%
%

10.6
17.8
23.3
49.6
20.0

%
%
%
%
%

8.4
13.2
18.3
32.8
15.0

%
%
%
%
%

6.6
7.7
15.0
20.4
10.0

%
%
%
%
%

3.8
7.3
12.6
16.8
10.0

%
%
%
%
%

8.1
1.5
0.7
0.3
0.0

10.4
3.5
1.0
0.6
0.0

13.6
6.8
1.4
1.2
0.1

17.5
10.6
1.9
2.5
0.1

%
%
%
%
%

21.9
15.1
2.7
4.4
0.2

%
%
%
%
%

24.5
18.8
3.5
7.5
0.3

%
%
%
%
%

26.9
22.0
4.3
11.2
0.4

%
%
%
%
%

28.9
24.7
5.1
14.7
0.5

%
%
%
%
%

30.5
26.4
5.8
17.6
0.5

%
%
%
%
%

31.4
28.1
6.5
20.4
0.5

%
%
%
%
%

3.8 %
3.9 %
0.5 %
1.3 %
0.1 %

4.5
4.4
0.8
1.9
0.1

%
%
%
%
%

2.6
3.7
0.8
3.2
0.1

%
%
%
%
%

2.4
3.2
0.8
3.6
0.1

%
%
%
%
%

2.0
2.7
0.8
3.5
0.1

%
%
%
%
%

1.7
1.7
0.7
2.9
0.0

%
%
%
%
%

0.9
1.7
0.7
2.8
0.0

%
%
%
%
%

Total
% Growth
% U.S. Pop
% Incremental Pen
Net Additions:
Telephones (2Way SMS)
Telephones (Browser)
Interactive Pagers (2Way)
Handhelds
Laptops
Total
% Growth
User % Growth
Telephones (2Way SMS)
Telephones (Browser)
Interactive Pagers (2Way)
Handhelds
Laptop/Mini PCs
Penetration (U.S. Population)
Telephones (2Way SMS)
Telephones (Browser)
Interactive Pagers (2Way)
Handhelds
Laptop/Mini PCs
Incremental Penetration
Telephones (2Way SMS)
Telephones (Browser)
Interactive Pagers (2Way)
Handhelds
Laptop/Mini PCs

3.0
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0

%
%
%
%
%

3.0 %
0.2 %
0.1 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

5.3
0.6
0.4
0.0
0.0

%
%
%
%
%

2.3 %
0.4 %
0.3 %
0.0 %
0.0 %

%
%
%
%
%

2.8 %
0.9 %
0.3 %
0.2 %
0.0 %

%
%
%
%
%

2.3 %
2.0 %
0.3 %
0.3 %
0.0 %

%
%
%
%
%

3.2 %
3.3 %
0.4 %
0.6 %
0.0 %

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

US Market Poised for Take-Off

We believe that the US wireless data market is about to
grow rapidly out of its current dormant stage driven by industry advertising, increasing consumer awareness, new
applications, and increasingly attractive mobile devices.
However, we don’t believe that investors should expect
major penetration overnight. Good things take time. Exhibit 26 lays out our US interactive mobile wireless data
forecasts, making it clear that things have yet to take off in
the US. Where Japan is closing in on 30 million users on
phones with Internet browsers, the US has under two million. In 1999, GoAmerica’s 6,000 subscribers represented
AT&T’s largest revenue-producing value-added-reseller
user base on its CDPD network. Keeping these items in
mind, our forecasts include many individual company models as well as general assumptions about user adoption. We
believe that our forecasts are conservative in a few areas:

Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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•

Lower numbers than Japan. Our projections relative
to Japan indicate a significant lag in penetration of
browser-embedded phones given the low relative Japanese PC penetration. When we include non-phone devices in the US, our forecasts get closer in aggregate
parity. Despite ingrained US expectations about Internet experience versus wireless reality, we believe that
there are enough practical applications and a significant
enough media/pop culture to let the US achieve what
Japan has achieved to date.

•

Users don’t have to carry four devices. We subtract
our Internet-enabled phone forecasts from MSDW
Wireless Services analyst Colette Fleming’s total projected wireless telephony subscriber base. The net result represents non-data voice users, which we divide
into our projected level of non-phone wireless data devices (handhelds, pagers, and laptops). Our models in-
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wireline Internet users after 2006. We believe that a number of factors contribute to the possibility that mobile wireless users could exceed tethered wireline users for Internet
access.

dicate that it only will take until 2009 until these nondata voice users have at least 1.0 additional wireless
data devices. Given the fact that some people today
carry four devices (phone, pager, 2-way pager, and
Palm), we don’t think that this is an overly optimistic
assumption.
•
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What’s not in the numbers. If certain line items of
our user growth forecasts do not materialize, we believe
that this slack could be taken up by those categories
that are not included in our forecasts, such as 1) automotive telematics, 2) telemetry, and 3) government (local, state, national) sponsored or mandated units.

•

The low barrier-to-entry price of a mobile phone or
PDA and related service relative to even the most basic
PC is a primary reason.

•

The multi-purposefulness of a mobile phone (i.e., its
ability to do voice and data), coupled with its portability, should also lead to higher penetration levels.

These two factors manifest themselves in the home and office where, per family member or employee, multiple
phones or devices are economical or productive. For example, computing US households generally have one dedicated
PC line (if any) and one digital cable set-top box. While
there will probably by four members of the family sharing
these devices, chances are good that each will own a wireless device. Even if each of the family members has a second Internet account at work or school, we still believe that
wireless Internet users have a chance to exceed fixed Internet users.

The Big Crossover: Wireless Exceeds Wired

A key finding of our forecasts, in combination with the
wireline Internet user forecasts of MSDW Internet Infrastructure Services analyst, Jeff Camp, is our projection that
the number of mobile wireless Internet users will exceed

Exhibit 27
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Spending Room For Mobile Internet

The amount of money users will pay for mobile Internet
services must be assessed in the context of disposable
monthly income. A potential user’s price elasticity will
depend on whether or not mobile Internet service is viewed
as communications or entertainment, and what value the
user will place on the service. As seen in Exhibit 28, adding
mobile Internet service to a typical user’s monthly bills can
boost monthly spending from 5–46% or, if communications
and entertainment are aggregated, from 3–17%. Another
important part of the decision-making process is whether or
not some existing communications and entertainment payments can be eliminated to make room for wireless.
Exhibit 28

Monthly Communications & Entertainment Spending

Mobile Internet
Price / Usage Scenario
Low
Medium
High
Communications
Telephone (Local/LD)
Cable TV
Wireline Internet
Phone (Wireless)
Subtotal

$90
35
20
45
$190

$90
35
20
45
$190

$90
35
20
45
$190

Mobile Internet
Total
Marginal Increase

$10
$200
5%

$25
$215
13%

$50
$240
26%

Entertainment
Newspapers
Magazines
Books
Music
Film & Video
Subtotal

$47
12
10
30
10
$108

$47
12
10
30
10
$108

$47
12
10
30
10
$108

Mobile Internet
Total
Marginal Increase

$10
$118
9%

$25
$133
23%

$50
$158
46%

Total Communications & Entertainment
Total
$298
Marginal Increase
3%

$298
8%

$298
17%

Excludes: Live events (sports, theater, opera), theme parks, gaming
Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
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We don’t believe that mobile Internet access will be viewed
initially as a luxury good as cellular was in the 1980s because the wireless network operators are now offering very
compelling price plans to drive mobile Internet adoption.
Just as cellular is viewed by many (teens, businesspeople,
the elderly) as indispensable, we believe that the ability to
have mobile Internet access and key applications (e-mail,
etc.) on the go will become a prerequisite for wireless service. In terms of potential adoption, the beauty of wireless
Internet service is that it doesn’t eat into available leisure or
work time in an intrusive, multi-hour way. Rather, it exists
in a period of seconds or minutes in otherwise unused time
periods.
With work and family making extraordinary time demands
on modern life, people have a more limited amount of time
to get things done. The quick-natured construct of wireless
data meaningfully reduces the risk of low adoption due to
“not enough time to justify the expense.” Quite the contrary, wireless Internet services could actually increase the
time available for work and leisure by improving productivity (and even if it doesn’t, the expected utility is probably
enough to drive good subscriber growth).
As an indication of potential demand, Exhibit 29 illustrates
historical US spending on communications by consumers
and institutions. Importantly, these figures exclude telecommunications (wired and wireless). We do not incorporate these figures into our forecasts, but present them to
illustrate the magnitude and consistent growth of spending
on content and services that are fully capable of being delivered over advanced wireless as a new media. In addition,
it takes several years until our wireless revenues approach
historical wireline Internet consumer access spending of $9
billion or online retail purchases of nearly $15 billion.
Exhibit 29

End-User Spending on Communications (Excluding
Telecom)
Consumer End-User (1)
% Growth
Institutional End-User (2)
% Growth
Total
% Growth
Consumer Internet Access
% Growth
Consumer Online Retail Spending
% Growth
Total
% Growth

1994
$89,121

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
$95,324 $102,591 $109,523 $119,152 $129,923
7.0%
7.6%
6.8%
8.8%
9.0%
75,211
81,182
89,096
96,301
103,310
110,606
7.9%
9.7%
8.1%
7.3%
7.1%
________ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________
$164,332 $176,506 $191,687 $205,824 $222,462 $240,529
7.4%
8.6%
7.4%
8.1%
8.1%
$1,034

$1,833
77.3%

$2,888
57.6%

$4,600
59.3%
$1,200

$6,149
$9,396
33.7%
52.8%
$8,500
$14,500
608.3% ________
70.6%
________ ________ ________ ________ ________
$1,034
$1,833
$2,888
$5,800
$14,649
$23,896
77.3%
57.6%
100.8%
152.6%
63.1%

(1) Includes: cable, satellite, box office, home video, music, newspapers, books, magazines, video games, Internet access.
(2) Includes: programming, B2B communications, professional & educational services, training, business information services

Source: Veronis Suhler & Associates
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Industry Revenue Assumptions

In aggregate, we project mobile wireless Internet per-user
revenues will grow from approximately $280 million in
1999 to nearly $15 billion in 2005 and to $60 billion in
2010; these figures exclude wireless ASP revenues (Exhibit
43). We derive our revenues from a build-up of services for
both wireless telephones and non-telephone devices for five
key categories: 1) Internet service; 2) Messaging; 3) Mobile
e-commerce; 4) Advertising; and 5) Multimedia.
For each of these revenue categories, we illustrate our key
drivers so investors can challenge, and change, our assumptions. We also calculate the aggregate revenue amount as
well as the average revenue per user (ARPU) for the data
subscribers; this ARPU calculation is distinct from the

Wireless Data Services – October 2000
Please refer to important disclosures at the end of this report.
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ARPU for such services as applied to the whole user base.
Exhibit 30 illustrates the detail of our industry revenue forecasts. One revenue stream that we are not projecting, which
is currently being recognized by service providers, is socalled slotting fees for strategic placement of a link to a
content site (i.e., a carrier charges a merchant to put the
merchants site on the first line of the first screen of the portal). The problem with slotting is that it raises competitive
antitrust issues; from the carrier’s practical standpoint, however, the wireless experience is not one of virtual reality
and, thus, things have to be presented in linear lists. In
Europe, BT Cellnet is being investigated by the UK government for slotting issues on Web phones, while France
Telecom faces similar issues.
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Exhibit 30

US Interactive Mobile Wireless Data Revenue Forecast
$Millions except per-subscriber amounts

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

$19.00
329
2
$75

$15.00
1,040
2
$187

$10.00
2,825
2
$339

$8.00
6,873
3
$660

$7.00
14,371
3
$1,207

$6.00
24,625
4
$1,773

$5.00
36,639
5
$2,198

$5.00
48,655
5
$2,919

$5.00
59,048
5
$3,543

$5.00
68,081
5
$4,085

$5.00
75,065
5
$4,504

$5.00
80,695
5
$4,842

Messaging ARPU
Messages per Day
Price per Message
Average Telephones (SMS)
Revenue

$0.00
0
$0.10
6,992
$0

$2.25
1
$0.08
12,400
$335

$3.38
2
$0.06
21,361
$865

$3.80
3
$0.04
32,667
$1,488

$3.80
4
$0.03
48,094
$2,191

$3.56
5
$0.02
68,562
$2,929

$3.15
7
$0.02
92,748
$3,506

$2.40
8
$0.01
115,270
$3,320

$2.03
9
$0.01
133,350
$3,240

$1.80
10
$0.01
149,400
$3,227

$1.80
10
$0.01
162,432
$3,509

$1.80
10
$0.01
172,552
$3,727

Mobile e-Commerce ARPU
Monthly Transaction Value
Users Actively Shopping
Wireless Commission
Revenue

$0.00
$0
1%
10%
$0

$0.08
$15
5%
10%
$1

$0.27
$30
10%
9%
$9

$0.66
$33
25%
8%
$54

$1.27
$36
50%
7%
$219

$1.80
$40
75%
6%
$531

$1.76
$44
80%
5%
$772

$2.17
$48
90%
5%
$1,269

$2.52
$53
95%
5%
$1,789

$2.78
$58
95%
5%
$2,269

$3.05
$64
95%
5%
$2,752

$3.36
$71
95%
5%
$3,254

Advertising ARPU
Impressions per Session
Wireless CPM
Revenue

$0.00
0
$5
$0

$0.00
0
$5
$0

$0.00
0
$5
$0

$0.45
1
$5
$37

$0.90
2
$5
$155

$1.80
3
$5
$532

$3.00
4
$5
$1,319

$4.50
5
$6
$2,627

$5.25
5
$7
$3,720

$6.00
5
$8
$4,902

$6.75
5
$9
$6,080

$7.50
5
$10
$7,263

Multimedia ARPU
Sessions per Month
Cost per Session
Revenue

$0.00
0
$0.50
$0

$0.00
0
$0.50
$0

$0.00
0
$0.50
$0

$0.00
0
$0.55
$0

$0.61
1
$0.61
$104

$1.33
2
$0.67
$393

$2.20
3
$0.73
$966

$3.22
4
$0.81
$1,881

$4.43
5
$0.89
$3,138

$4.87
5
$0.97
$3,980

$5.36
5
$1.07
$4,827

$5.89
5
$1.18
$5,708

NON-PHONE DEVICE USERS
Internet Service ARPU
Average Devices
Sessions per Day
Revenue

$50.00
278
2
$167

$45.00
770
2
$416

$40.00
1,939
2
$930

$35.00
3,590
3
$1,508

$30.00
6,059
3
$2,181

$25.00
10,215
4
$3,064

$20.00
16,844
5
$4,043

$20.00
26,867
5
$6,448

$20.00
39,535
5
$9,488

$20.00
52,761
5
$12,663

$20.00
64,905
5
$15,577

$20.00
75,987
5
$18,237

Messaging ARPU
Messages per Day
Price per Message
Revenue

$0.00
0
$0.10
$0

$2.25
1
$0.08
$21

$3.38
2
$0.06
$79

$3.80
3
$0.04
$164

$3.80
4
$0.03
$276

$3.56
5
$0.02
$436

$3.15
7
$0.02
$637

$2.40
8
$0.01
$774

$2.03
9
$0.01
$961

$1.80
10
$0.01
$1,140

$1.80
10
$0.01
$1,402

$1.80
10
$0.01
$1,641

Mobile e-Commerce ARPU
Monthly Transaction Value
Users Actively Shopping
Wireless Commission
Revenue

$0.00
$0
1%
10%
$0

$0.08
$15
5%
10%
$1

$0.27
$30
10%
9%
$6

$0.66
$33
25%
8%
$28

$1.27
$36
50%
7%
$92

$1.80
$40
75%
6%
$220

$1.76
$44
80%
5%
$355

$2.17
$48
90%
5%
$701

$2.52
$53
95%
5%
$1,198

$2.78
$58
95%
5%
$1,758

$3.05
$64
95%
5%
$2,379

$3.36
$71
95%
5%
$3,064

Advertising ARPU
Impressions per Session
Wireless CPM
Revenue

$0.00
0
$5
$0

$0.00
0
$5
$0

$0.30
1
$5
$7

$0.45
1
$5
$19

$0.90
2
$5
$65

$1.80
3
$5
$221

$3.00
4
$5
$606

$4.50
5
$6
$1,451

$5.25
5
$7
$2,491

$6.00
5
$8
$3,799

$6.75
5
$9
$5,257

$7.50
5
$10
$6,839

Multimedia ARPU
Sessions per Month
Cost per Session
Revenue

$0.00
0
$0.50
$0

$0.00
0
$0.50
$0

$0.00
0
$0.50
$0

$0.00
0
$0.55
$0

$7.26
1
$0.61
$44

$15.97
2
$0.67
$163

$26.35
3
$0.73
$444

$38.65
4
$0.81
$1,038

$53.15
5
$0.89
$2,101

$58.46
5
$0.97
$3,085

$64.31
5
$1.07
$4,174

$70.74
5
$1.18
$5,375

$33
$0
$0
$0
$0
$33
$242
0
0
0
0
$242

$28
$2
$0
$0
$0
$44
$603
356
2
0
0
$960

$22
$3
$0
$0
$0
$39
$1,269
944
15
7
0
$2,236

$17
$4
$1
$0
$0
$32
$2,168
1,652
83
56
0
$3,959

$14
$4
$1
$1
$1
$27
$3,388
2,467
311
221
148
$6,536

$12
$4
$2
$2
$1
$25
$4,837
3,365
751
753
556
$10,263

$10
$3
$2
$3
$2
$23
$6,241
4,143
1,128
1,925
1,409
$14,846

$10
$2
$2
$5
$3
$25
$9,367
4,094
1,970
4,078
2,919
$22,429

$11
$2
$3
$5
$4
$27
$13,031
4,201
2,986
6,211
5,239
$31,669

$12
$2
$3
$6
$5
$28
$16,748
4,367
4,027
8,701
7,065
$40,906

$12
$2
$3
$7
$5
$30
$20,081
4,910
5,131
11,338
9,001
$50,461

$12
$2
$3
$8
$6
$32
$23,079
5,368
6,318
14,101
11,083
$59,949

WIRELESS TELEPHONE USERS
Internet Service ARPU
Average Telephones (Smart)
Sessions per Day
Revenue

SUMMARY
Internet Service
Messaging
Mobile e-Commerce
Advertising
Multimedia
WIRELESS DATA ARPU
Internet Service
Messaging
Mobile e-Commerce
Advertising
Multimedia
WIRELESS DATA REVENUES ($MM)

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Wireless Data Services – October 2000
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combining voice and data pricing is clear: In Japan, i-Mode
drives 40% more voice traffic from its users. Another trait
of today’s pricing in the US is that the network operators, as
well as independent service providers, charge for service on
both a per-usage and unlimited basis. As discussed, we
believe that unlimited pricing is essential to encourage usage and, for the network operators, increased network capacity makes unlimited price plans more attractive as well.
We take a conservative stance on the ability to charge
meaningful access fees going forward. From today’s mobile Internet service ARPU of around $28, we see the average falling to $10 by 2005. This is composed of a drop for
phones and non-phone devices from $15 and $45, respectively, in 2000 to $5 and $20, respectively, in 2005.

Internet Service

As discussed in detail earlier in this report, users need access in order to experience the services and applications of
the mobile Internet. In the Internet Service Provider section
of this report, we delineate the access pricing for all of today’s mobile Internet service providers. For the network
operators, there is already a clear blending of voice pricing
and Internet service pricing into one general, all-you-can-eat
service charge. Indeed, what people pay for and what becomes a “giveaway” will become increasingly blurred.
Network operators have already trained wireless users to
think about what they pay for a given “bundle” of minutes,
and this way of thinking could take a very long time to shift
to users analyzing what they pay for a “bundle” of mobile
Internet access with voice as an add-on. The impetus for
Exhibit 31

US Wireless Internet Service Revenue
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Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
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value-added-services that we believe should be included in
a calculation of industry revenues. Accordingly, our assumptions of messages per day and price per message are
not meant to be applicable to all service providers but, instead, represent the value we believe these services generate
for the mobile Internet industry. Given the trend of wireline
instant messaging in the US and SMS in Europe, we
strongly believe that messaging (e-mail, SMS, IM) will
grow in use in the US. Our forecast escalates from one
message per day at $0.08 in 2000 to 10 messages per day in
2010 at $0.01.

Messaging

Network operators often bundle SMS as part of voice service, but not always. Since e-mail is more bandwidthintensive than SMS and will involve more sophistication
and integration on the back-end infrastructure, we expect
e-mail to command a certain level of incremental ARPU.
Some independent mobile Internet service providers have
business models around which e-mail is a large, if not exclusive, focus. For these service providers, e-mail is embedded into the mobile Internet pricing package, or is the
total pricing itself. Whatever the case, e-mail and SMS are
Exhibit 32

US Wireless Internet Messaging Revenue
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simple CD) in 2000 to $71 (more CDs, tickets, and food) in
2010. Obviously, we are not projecting big-ticket items like
digital cameras or stereos, but we wouldn’t be surprised if
wireless spending tracks consumer preferences in wired
online spending, especially if the wireless site is the same
trusted merchant (i.e., Amazon) or if a trusted entity like the
wireless carrier (to which a subscriber already writes
monthly checks) acts as a middleman. Visa and MasterCard
are also working to create wireless credit cards to facilitate
mobile e-commerce. In general, wired Internet portals get
8–10% of commerce transactions, and we are maintaining
this level initially for mobile e-commerce, but bring it down
to 8% by 2002 and 5% by 2005.

Mobile E-Commerce

Wireless already generates mobile e-commerce revenues.
Thanks to the launch of mobile Internet services like GoAmerica and OmniSky, as well as network operator portals,
there are scores of well-thought-out Web sites that make
purchasing goods and services a straightforward process.
Mobile e-commerce will be highly correlated with time
spent wirelessly online, and our forecasts include increasing
monthly purchase levels. We have also layered in an assumption about the number of wireless mobile Internet users that will actively make purchases online. This assumption scales from 5% in 2000 to 95% by 2007. The assumptions we’ve made for monthly purchases range from $15 (a
Exhibit 33
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that wireless presents many benefits to some advertisers
that don’t exist in the fixed world. In looking at the
numerous partnerships and deal making in the wireless
space, we expect that advertising rate cards will be
bartered down to an effective rate more in line with today’s wired effective CPM which, according to MDSW
Advertising analyst Michael Russell, is around $4. We
keep our $5 CPM flat assuming that wireless advertising is unique and should command a good rate (though
not too good because there’s no backup data) and, over
time as location services move in, the value becomes
even greater. We grow the CPM slowly to $10 by
2010. Investors should note that some early wireless
advertising agencies are commanding much higher
CPMs: Advertising.com has been able to charge $75$150 and Spotcast has been able to charge $150; both
of these entities are seeing response rates around 5%.

Advertising

As mentioned in the Content section of this report, advertising is destined to have a significant impact on wireless.
The spending power of the subscriber base, their need to
seek out information while mobile, the possibility of location-specific information, and the personalization of the
wireless device are all powerful reasons to advertise. Our
forecasts are only for advertisements served to a user when
they are conducting an interactive mobile Internet session
with a browser; we do not count SMS “spam,” against
which we would expect a consumer backlash from those
who don’t opt-in to such a service. Our advertising revenue
forecasts are built on three variables:
•

Mobile Internet sessions per day. Grows from just
two in 2000 (daily commute) to three in 2002 (plus a
mid-day check) to five in 2005 (plus scheduling, commerce, entertainment).

•

Advertising impressions per session. Expands from
zero in 2000 (although, as discussed, wireless advertising is already here) to one in 2001 to five by 2006.
With increased bandwidth, advertisements can be
served, and clicked away, very quickly.

•

Advertising cost per thousand impressions (CPM).
Wired online advertising has given us a glimpse of
what to expect for wireless, although we have argued

Whereas CPMs in the wired Internet are under pressure
because of unlimited advertising space, we believe that
the mobile Internet inventory is far more limited, which
could command a premium for wireless. Because it
will be some time before wireless advertising gains
scale, we view it as incremental media being inserted
into otherwise unused time; the only media that may
eventually lose share to wireless are other “portable”
media: magazines, newspapers, and radio.

Exhibit 34
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Multimedia

Perhaps the most difficult variable to forecast, multimedia
represents an incredible challenge and opportunity for the
mobile Internet. The challenge lies in the infrastructure to
deliver it; the opportunity lies in the revolutionary business
models that can unfold. We view multimedia as audio or
video services driven on applications such as streaming,
caching, or downloading. Multimedia is graphically and
bandwidth intensive. An audio MP3 single (not a whole
CD) is around 4 megabytes. If users want to download a
playlist to their mobile device, then 40Mb of data needs to
move over the network. Even larger sizes may be required

Page 59

for video files of news, weather, or entertainment. Eventually, we expect multimedia will be streamed as part of basic
service, but in the meantime, this bandwidth won’t be free
and we envision a per-download charge. Our multimedia
revenue forecast begins in 2003 with users downloading one
multimedia file per month at a cost of $0.61. Over time, we
increase the number of monthly downloads to five and the
cost per download toward $1.00. Again, by 2010, it is
probable that multimedia will be part of a basic service
package, but we believe the construct of our forecast is useful for capturing value created by the multimedia experience.

Exhibit 35
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try revenues plotted with the associated total ARPU, while
Exhibit 37 shows the relative composition of the various
revenue streams. Internet service remains the largest source
of revenues at nearly 80% in 2000 and 46% in 2010.

Total Mobile Internet ARPU

Aggregating each of the categories above yields our total
mobile Internet revenues and ARPU forecasts for all users
(phone and non-phone). Exhibit 36 shows the total indusExhibit 36
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user (a small part of today’s wireless telephony base), our
wireless data revenue forecasts spread over all cellular users
imply nominal ARPU in 2000–2001 ($0.40–0.77), growing
to $2.75 in 2004 and to $5.00 in 2006 (Exhibit 39). Investors should note, therefore, that the wireless data opportunity may add an extra $20 to the bill of the wireless data and
voice user, but wireless data users take several years to
reach critical mass in the wireless telephony base. When
we compare our $2.75 ARPU US industry contribution in
2004 to the US$14 level (Exhibit 40) projected for Japan for
that same year by MSDW Telecommunications Services
analysts Hironori Tanaka and Lalita Gupta, it is clear that
there is upside to our forecasts. This is especially true if
services and applications generate the level of interest and
enthusiasm we expect.

Implications for the Cellular Industry

When we split these total revenue forecasts into separate
components for telephones and non-phone devices, we are
able to quantify the impact on the existing US wireless telephony base, and compare it to the experience to date in
Japan. The ARPU for the average telephony and data user
is shown in Exhibit 38. This does not represent the impact
of wireless data on the entire US wireless telephony base;
rather, it is the aggregation of our data ARPU on top of
voice ARPU as forecast by MSDW Wireless Services analyst Colette Fleming. This represents the ARPU of the average joint data-voice user. With relatively static voice
ARPU, it is clear that the wireless data opportunity represents significant upside for wireless network operators on
the magnitude of 30–40%. Stepping back from the data
Exhibit 38
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Exhibit 39

Effective ARPU Composition of US Industry Subscriber Base (Cellular/PCS/ESMR)
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Exhibit 40

Effective ARPU (US$) Composition of Japanese Industry Subscriber Base
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Wireless Internet Infrastructure Service Revenues

Our forecast of bandwidth requirements for wireless data in
the US is presented in Exhibit 41. The purpose of this exhibit is to construct the same subscriber and application
analysis that network operators would consider in planning
infrastructure investment. This planning is important, as the
theoretical capacity of today’s mobile wireless networks, in
aggregate, is significantly less than our projected peak-hour
bandwidth of nearly 7Gbps.
The methodology of our forecast projects the size (in kilobytes) of five essential wireless applications and the frequency with which these applications are used by wireless
data subscribers at the peak hour. We map the size of the
applications to the evolutionary path we see for wireless
network raw data speeds. From this, we calculate the required capacity per application type by estimating how
many seconds a user will wait for each of the applications to
download, subject to an eight-second response time threshold. This methodology is comparable to bandwidth forecasts by MSDW Internet Infrastructure Services analyst Jeff
Camp, who notes that wired Internet users tend to become
frustrated when forced to wait longer than eight seconds for
a Web page to download.
As seen in Exhibit 41, the average bandwidth per user in
2000 is a very modest 0.4kbps; the evolution to 3G takes
this to 56kbps in 2006 and 135kbps in 2010. We also note
that the actual demand for applications exceeds the available bandwidth by a considerable 3–5x over our projected
period. We calculate this by taking the maximum projected
demand less the limited demand as constrained by the networks. If we plugged a future cable modem speed of
20mbps into our formula, the excess subscriber bandwidth
demand would obviously disappear. The message for network operators and infrastructure providers is clear: Build
more bandwidth!
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We believe that some of the bandwidth constraint illustrated
in Exhibit 41 could be alleviated by Bluetooth, whose raw
data speeds of 500–1,000kbps are significantly faster than
even 3G promises for mobile networks. If society becomes
networked with tethered Bluetooth access points, a substantial amount of traffic could be carried out over the much
higher bandwidth wireline networks and reach a mobile
wireless device locally via Bluetooth rather than a “traditional” wireless airlink.
Wireless and Wireline Internet Traffic

A picture of total Internet traffic (wireless and wireline) is
obtained by combining our US Interactive Mobile Data
Subscriber forecast with MSDW Internet Infrastructure
Services analyst Jeff Camp’s forecast of business and consumer Internet subscribers. This aggregation is important
since virtually all wireless data traffic makes its way to and
from a mobile user via the wireline networks after/before
the wireless interface. In Exhibit 42, we multiply the average bandwidth per user amounts from the previous Exhibit
41 to our US Interactive Mobile Data Subscriber forecast;
we subsequently refine this by the peak subscriber load.
Despite network operators with significant mobile Internet
presence having told us that peak loads are under 10%, we
start off with the same peak usage as Jeff Camp’s forecasts,
but cap this at 20% given the more level distributions of
wireless we are seeing throughout the day. The net result of
these assumptions is that we believe wireless Internet traffic
could multiply exponentially over the next several years
from a meager 1.2Gbps in 2000 to nearly 2.0Gbps in 2006
and 7.0Gpbs in 2010. When coupled with wireline Internet
traffic, it takes until 2005 for wireless to represent just 10%
of total Internet traffic, peaking at 20% in 2010.
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Exhibit 41

US Wireless Data Bandwidth
Users in 000s
Users by Access Method
14.4
19.2
115.0
384.0
Total
% Users by Access Method
14.4
19.2
115.0
384.0
Total
Required Capacity per Application Type (Kbps)
SMS
Email
Web Page
File Transfer
Multimedia
Total
Usage Percentage per Application Type
SMS
Email
Web Page
File Transfer
Multimedia
Total
Bandwidth Generated per Access Method (Kbps)
14.4
19.2
115.0
384.0
Aggregate Average Bandwidth
Excess User Bandwidth Demand
14.4
19.2
115.0
384.0
Aggregate Average Bandwidth

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2.2
4.3
5.8
7.8
9.8
9.3
10.1
7.9
3.8
4.3
4.8
5.2
6.7
13.0
23.1
34.4
50.7
67.6
72.2
70.9
52.7
38.9
19.1
20.7
0.0
0.0
0.3
1.1
3.3
6.5
12.7
15.8
18.8
21.6
23.8
25.9
0.0 ________
0.0 ________
0.0 ________
0.0 ________
1.3 ________
9.3 ________
31.7 ________
63.1 ________
112.9 ________
151.3 ________
190.8 ________
206.9
________
9.0
17.4
29.2
43.3
65.0
92.5
126.6
157.6
188.1
216.2
238.5
258.6
25%
25%
20%
18%
15%
10%
8%
5%
2%
2%
2%
2%
75%
75%
79%
80%
78%
73%
57%
45%
28%
18%
8%
8%
0%
0%
1%
3%
5%
7%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
0% ________
0% ________
0% ________
0% ________
2% ________
10% ________
25% ________
40% ________
60% ________
70% ________
80% ________
80%
________
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
60
73
101
139
191
262
339
424
530
662
828
828
7
13
20
27
40
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
89 ________
133 ________
222 ________
311 ________
444 ________
667 ________
889 ________
1,111 ________
1,333 ________
1,556 ________
1,778 ________
2,000
________
158
222
345
479
678
986
1,285
1,593
1,921
2,276
2,663
2,886
100%
98%
95%
82%
64%
44%
25%
21%
20%
19%
10%
10%
0%
2%
5%
10%
20%
30%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
40%
0%
0%
0%
5%
10%
15%
20%
20%
18%
15%
15%
15%
0%
0%
0%
2%
4%
6%
8%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
0% ________
0% ________
0% ________
1% ________
2% ________
5% ________
7% ________
9% ________
12% ________
16% ________
25% ________
25%
________
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0.4
0.4
0.5
1.9
3.3
5.1
6.5
7.2
7.3
7.5
8.7
8.7
0.4
0.4
0.5
2.2
4.1
6.3
8.2
9.0
9.3
9.4
11.1
11.1
0.0
0.0
0.5
8.1
16.4
27.5
36.8
40.2
41.4
42.5
52.8
52.8
0.0 ________
0.0 ________
0.0 ________
0.0 ________
29.3 ________
63.1 ________
100.4 ________
118.2 ________
122.1 ________
125.9 ________
160.4 ________
160.4
________
0.4
0.4
0.5
2.3
5.1
13.4
34.0
55.7
80.1
94.3
134.6
134.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
9.4
27.2
72.1
129.3
184.5
254.9
347.7
566.8
622.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
9.0
26.5
70.9
127.6
182.6
253.0
345.7
564.4
619.9
0.4
0.4
0.0
3.1
14.2
49.7
99.0
151.4
220.9
312.6
522.6
578.2
0.4 ________
0.4 ________
0.5 ________
11.3 ________
1.2 ________
14.1 ________
35.3 ________
73.4 ________
140.2 ________
229.2 ________
415.0 ________
470.6
________
0.0
0.0
0.0
9.0
25.5
63.8
101.8
135.9
182.1
260.9
440.8
496.3

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
Exhibit 42

US Wireless Data Traffic Forecast
Users in 000s
WIRELESS INTERNET
Unique Wireless Data Users
Aggregate Average Bandwidth per User (Kbps)
Usage at Peak
Peak-Hour Bandwidth (Gbps)

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

9.0
0.4
15%
0.5

17.4
0.4
16%
1.2

29.2
0.5
17%
2.4

43.3
2.3
18%
18.1

65.0
5.1
19%
62.7

92.5
13.4
20%
247.2

126.6
34.0
20%
860.8

WIRELINE INTERNET (Excluding Wireless Internet)
Unique Wired Internet Users
Aggregate Average Bandwidth per User (Kbps)
Usage at Peak
Peak-Hour Bandwidth (Gbps)

65.5
29.1
15%
286.2

82.3
40.5
16%
533.0

100.1
58.7
17%
999.6

119.1
87.6
18%
1,878.6

130.6
137.2
19%
3,402.4

141.5
197.3
20%
5,583.8

151.8
158.7
166.6
174.6
181.7
189.1
253.5
329.4
407.9
481.6
559.9
650.8
21%
22%
23%
24%
25%
26%
8,082.6 11,497.9 15,629.9 20,186.8 25,437.7 32,054.6

TOTAL INTERNET
Aggregate Average Bandwidth per User (Kbps)
Wireless % of Total
Peak-Hour Bandwidth (Gbps)
Wireless % of Total

29.5
1.4%
286.7
0.2%

40.9
1.0%
534.2
0.2%

59.2
0.8%
1,001.9
0.2%

90.0
2.6%
1,896.8
1.0%

142.2
3.6%
3,465.1
1.8%

210.7
6.3%
5,831.0
4.2%

287.5
11.8%
8,943.4
9.6%

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
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2006
157.6
55.7
20%
1,757.6

385.1
14.5%
13,255.5
13.3%

2007
188.1
80.1
20%
3,015.5

488.1
16.4%
18,645.3
16.2%

2008
216.2
94.3
20%
4,075.5

575.9
16.4%
24,262.3
16.8%

2009
238.5
134.6
20%
6,422.1

694.5
19.4%
31,859.8
20.2%

2010
258.6
134.6
20%
6,963.8

785.5
17.1%
39,018.4
17.8%
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that will be wirelessly enabled and for the percentage of
hosted wireless applications are conservative. Furthermore,
we have used MSDW Internet Infrastructure Services analyst Jeff Camp’s projected average monthly hosting fees
despite the fact that we know of wireless ASPs earning significantly higher amounts today. Although basic wireline
Web hosting has become somewhat of a commodity product
recently, we believe that the emergence of XML and the
mobile Internet will increase the challenges and dynamics
facing companies, thereby raising the value-added of hosting companies.

Wireless Hosting Revenue

We see a significant market unfolding for wireless Web site
and application hosting, especially as wireless technology
advances toward 3G multimedia applications and services.
We are comfortable that a sizable market will develop given
the trends in the wireline market and the number of applications we see unfolding for wireless Internet data services.
Think of all the Web sites that need to be wirelessly enabled. Exhibit 43 lays out our projections for wireless Web
site and application hosting. Importantly, wireless ASPs
often provide value-added systems integration and other
specialized services that we are not including here. We
believe that our assumptions for the percentage of Web sites
Exhibit 43

US Wireless ASP and Hosting Revenues
$Millions, Units (000)

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

WEB HOSTING
Business & Consumer Web Sites
Wireless %
Wireless Web Sites
Average Monthly Hosting Fee
Revenue

2,814
1%
28
$67.01
$23

4,245
2%
85
$71.80
$73

5,902
3%
177
$75.75
$161

7,813
5%
391
$78.32
$367

9,890
7%
692
$80.58
$669

12,196
10%
1,220
$80.30
$1,175

14,648
12%
1,758
$80.70
$1,702

16,068
14%
2,250
$86.28
$2,329

17,206
20%
3,441
$91.93
$3,796

17,943
25%
4,486
$97.70
$5,259

18,587
30%
5,576
$104.41
$6,986

19,253
35%
6,739
$111.58
$9,023

APPLICATION HOSTING
U.S. Businesses
Companies Outsourcing Applications
Wireless %
Hosted Wireless Applications
Average Monthly Hosting Fee
Revenue

7,097
354
1%
4
$56.06
$2

7,274
1,446
2%
29
$55.16
$19

7,456
2,593
3%
78
$57.01
$53

7,642
3,796
5%
190
$58.88
$134

7,833
4,671
7%
327
$61.35
$241

8,029
5,587
10%
559
$63.41
$425

8,230
6,547
12%
786
$65.41
$617

8,436
7,550
14%
1,057
$67.37
$855

8,647
8,174
20%
1,635
$70.08
$1,375

8,863
8,386
25%
2,096
$73.65
$1,853

9,084
8,603
30%
2,581
$77.36
$2,396

9,311
8,827
30%
2,648
$81.25
$2,582

$25

$92
269.0 %

$214
132.1 %

$501
134.0 %

$910
81.6 %

$1,600
75.8 %

$2,319
44.9 %

$3,183
37.3 %

$5,171
62.4 %

$7,112
37.5 %

$9,382
31.9 %

$11,605
23.7 %

WIRELESS ASP REVENUES ($MM)
% Growth

Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
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Valuation
Service Business Models Have Power

There’s value to be generated along every part of the mobile
Internet universe, from device manufacturers to content
providers. Economics and business models vary for each of
these constituencies. We are focused on mobile Internet
services: consumer services, business services, and Internet
infrastructure services. The businesses providing these
services market, provision, support, authenticate, and bill
the end-user. Most often, the end-user is an individual or a
corporation, but the end-user can also be another service
provider. Most importantly, the service model is based on
recurring revenues, typically billed monthly. The power of
the business model is that the service provider faces the
customer directly and has very strong control over the experience and the customer’s willingness to keep writing
checks. When this highly scalable revenue stream is coupled with low fixed costs and very little capital intensity
(unlike network operators), wireless data companies can
push rapidly to significant positive free cash flow and
earnings.

statistics and valuation benchmarks. Wireless data companies that have gone public to date have gone through a cycle
of investor enthusiasm and concern, and may still appear to
have optimistic valuations on traditional benchmarks.
Nonetheless, we believe that investors should award wireless data companies valuations commensurate with their
defining roles in a new, important industry. We also believe
that wireless data leaders will have value driven by their
relative strategic position as defined by business model,
technology, partnerships, and management. In part, these
“new industry” valuations are being calculated at a very
early stage and might be reflecting a strategic premium as
well: Major wired portals can’t afford to have their customers migrate to wireless access devices and services, nor can
major Internet infrastructure companies or systems integrators allow their business models to exclude wireless connectivity solutions. Hence, the strategic acquisition of a
wireless data services and solutions provider can fill a competitive hole.
Valuation Techniques

Horizontal and Vertical Valuation

The attractiveness of wireless data service models holds true
whether a company is facing a customer in a horizontal
market or a vertical market. However, each of these markets has different risks and opportunities. When you’re
flying in an airplane looking down on urban and suburban
sprawl, the scalability of horizontal markets is visible: What
if everyone down there bought our service? While wireless
isn’t yet as pervasive as toothpaste, the concept that it might
be is very exciting stuff. On the other hand, vertical markets serve enterprises that typically deliver higher revenues.
Services in vertical markets that solve mobile Internet complexity can generate significant value because they enable
the customer to perpetuate their own end products and
services into new markets. We believe that such services
are also more valuable than specific technologies that would
require the customer to undertake a solution set at great time
and expense.
New Industry Valuations

Due to the relative newness of the mobile Internet, the industry does not have a deep historical record of operating
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The start-up nature of most wireless data companies leads
us to advocate a discounted cash flow (DCF) analysis as the
primary valuation tool. Only a DCF can capture a company’s market opportunity and risks, as well as its operating
economics and financing situation. A DCF is also an excellent backdrop to multiple valuation. We believe that the
market will value recurring-revenue wireless data companies along the maturity cycle of trading multiples. Since
most companies are in a start-up mode, the most appropriate
multiple to use at the outset, we believe, is a multiple of
future service revenues. As companies grow into their
revenue multiples, investors should eventually be able to
look to EBITDA multiples and, similarly, EPS multiples.
Whenever a specific trading multiple is used (subscriber,
revenue, EBITDA, EPS), it is useful to compare it to the
related multi-year forward compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) against competing investment opportunities. Exhibit 44 illustrates the market capitalization of some key
players in various sub-sectors of the mobile Internet
universe.
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Exhibit 44

US Wireless Data and Mobile Internet Comparables
Company
Aether
AvantGo (1)
AtRoad (1)
Datalink
Geoworks
GoAmerica
i3 Mobile
InfoSpace
MobileDataSolutions
Motient
OmniSky (1)
Palm (2)
Phone.com
Research in Motion
724 Solutions
Notes:

Ticker
AETH
AVGO
ARDI
DLK
GWRX
GOAM
IIIM
INSP
MDSI
MTNT
OMNY
PALM
PHCM
RIMM
SVNX

Price @
ating 10/16/2000
SB (3)
$75.38
15.81
7.75
7.19
5.23
SB (3)
7.25
5.31
22.38
8.25
10.13
16.94
SB
54.94
87.81
109.25
35.75

52 Week
High
Low
$345.00
$41.13
27.75
10.25
9.13
5.50
44.63
1.22
54.88
2.31
19.31
5.25
33.06
4.69
138.50
10.88
90.00
8.50
41.50
7.88
23.88
12.50
165.00
19.88
208.00
50.00
175.75
23.25
240.00
28.25

Full
Shares
46.1
40.2
49.9
15.7
24.2
54.8
25.6
246.2
10.5
61.2
76.3
578.1
96.5
78.4
40.5

Equity
MktCap
$3,478
635
387
113
127
398
136
5,231
86
620
1,292
31,758
8,472
8,563
1,447

6/30/2000
Cash
Debt
$1,243
329
87
1
101
0
14
1
15
0
154
0
100
0
143
0
10
5
91
381
184
0
1,062
0
436
3
218
7
225
0

Other Enterprise
Assets Value (EV)
517
$2,048
31
$518
14
$272
7
$93
15
$97
4
$240
9
$27
131
$4,957
33
$49
846
$64
27
$1,081
450 $30,245
122
$7,918
114
$8,237
8
$1,214

1) Pro forma for IPO: OmniSky on September 21, 2000; Av antGo on September 26, 2000; AtRoad on September 29, 2000.
2) Palm, Inc. is follow ed by MSDW analy st Gillian Munson w ith a Strong Buy rating.
3) AETH y ear-end 2001 price target is $200; GOAM y ear-end 2001 price target is $20.
Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research

Market Action to Date: Mountain Climbing, Sky-Diving,
Deep-Sea Diving

Exhibits 45–47 illustrate our wireless data composite for
three key dates: 1) 1999 to date, 2) 2000 to date, and
3) March 10, 2000, to date. These exhibits illustrate the
rally prior to the NASDAQ peak, followed by the sober
realization that the mobile Internet isn’t going to generate
$100 billion in value overnight. Part of the run-up in valuations prior to March 10, 2000, was due, in our opinion, to
the relatively small supply of wireless data companies in
which to invest. Highlights of key financings in the wireless data space are as follows:
•

Aether Systems (AETH) went public on October 21,
1999, at $16, raising $100 million in gross proceeds.
The shares closed the day at $48. On March 22, 2000,
prior to the Nasdaq free-fall, Aether successfully raised
$1.4 billion in a secondary offering, including $1.1 billion in the form of common stock at $205 per share and
$311 million in the form of convertible subordinated
notes. Aether shares closed on March 22 at $239.
Aether traded above the deal price for six days before
falling to a low of $71 on April 17. Aether issued five
million new shares in a secondary offering on September 26, 2000 at $105; no primary shares were issued
and, hence, no new proceeds accrued to the company.
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•

724 Solutions (SVNX) went public on January 28,
2000, raising $160 million in proceeds at an offering
price of $26. The shares closed the day at $72. 724
shares closed at $231 March 1, but have traded below
$60 since April 14. 724 has not returned to the capital
markets.

•

GoAmerica (GOAM) went public on April 7, 2000, at
an offering price of $16, raising $160 million in gross
proceeds for the company. The stock closed the day at
$16, but fell below the offering price immediately and
did not close above $16 until June 27. GoAmerica has
since traded back down to around $7. GoAmerica has
not returned to the capital markets.

•

i3 Mobile (IIIM) went public on April 6, 2000, raising
$84.8 million in gross proceeds at an offering price of
$16. The shares closed the day at $25, but fell to $20
on the next day of trading. i3Mobile shares closed at
$5 on May 26, rebounded to a peak of $19 on July 5,
and have traded back down to $6. i3 Mobile has not
returned to the capital markets.

•

OmniSky (OMNY) went public on September 21,
2000 at an offering price of $12, raising $109 million in
gross proceeds. The shares closed the day at $17, and
have traded down to $15.

MORGAN STANLEY DEAN WITTER

•

AvantGo (AVGO) went public on September 27, 2000
at an offering price of $12 and reached a high of $27.
AvantGo raised $66 million in gross proceeds and the
shares closed the day at $20, and have traded down to
$13.

•

AtRoad (ARDI) went public September 29, 2000 at an
offering price of $9 and closed the day at $7. AtRoad
raised $63M in gross proceeds, and the shares have
traded around $7.
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the index peak in Exhibit 46, the wireless data opportunity
in the US hasn’t diminished. In fact, it’s only improved due
to better devices and more content, and more customer
awareness of the power of the mobile Internet. We also
believe that any sell-off due to fears that European wireless
data on WAP are not materializing was misguided. The
mobile Internet in the US is much more dynamic than just
WAP services, especially given the coverage of packet data
networks. Furthermore, any sell-off on a delayed rollout of
3G was too severe because wireless data in the US is gaining ground with 2G and 2.5G; we certainly bank on 3G, but
not until after 2003.

We believe that this is an excellent time to invest in the
wireless data services industry, which we believe is the next
wave of communications and Internet value creation. From
Exhibit 45

Indexed Equal-Weighted Wireless Data Composite: 1999 to Date

625
575
525

Index Value

475
425
375
325
275
225
175
125
10/6/2000

9/26/2000

9/16/2000

9/6/2000

8/27/2000

8/17/2000

8/7/2000

7/28/2000

7/18/2000

7/8/2000

6/28/2000

6/8/2000

6/18/2000

5/29/2000

5/9/2000

5/19/2000

4/29/2000

4/9/2000

4/19/2000

3/30/2000

3/20/2000

3/10/2000

2/29/2000

2/9/2000

2/19/2000

1/30/2000

1/20/2000

1/10/2000

12/31/1999

75

Date
Wireless Data Composite

NASDAQ Composite

Wireless Data Composite includes: AETH, GOAM, OMNY, SVNX, IIIM, INSP, GWRX, PHCM, PALM, RIMM, HAND, AVGO, ARDI
Source: Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Research
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Exhibit 46

Indexed Equal-Weighted Wireless Data Composite:
2000 to Date
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Exhibit 47

Indexed Equal-Weighted Wireless Data Composite: March 10, 2000, to Date
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Wireless Data M&A: Consolidation Already Under Way

To date, nearly $15 billion of M&A transactions have taken
place with median and average deal values of $215 million
and $600 million, respectively. Many of these, and many
more in our opinion, will be driven by market conditions
that prevent younger companies from raising capital. Often,
the best option is to aggregate one company’s technology
and solutions with another’s to create a more competitive
commercial offering. Most acquisitions to date have been
of software providers to enhance the product or service of
the acquirer. In addition to acquisitions, the industry has
seen numerous strategic investments and a very active private equity market.
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Merger and acquisition activity around the mobile Internet
involves acquirers and targets aligned according to business
plan, whether consumer or enterprise focused. As wireless
moves beyond voice to data, it becomes the end of “the last
mile” to the user and represents the most personal medium.
The consolidation of content and distribution in the broader
media and communications industry, with transactions such
as AOL/Time/Warner/HBO and Vodafone/Vivendi should
lead to content’s investment in and acquisition of wireless.
In the enterprise space, we expect wireless ASPs to continue
to augment their technical expertise, market focus, and
product portfolio. We also expect traditional systems integrators and software providers (EDS, SAP, IBM, Oracle,
etc.) to aggregate wireless ASP skills to better serve their
end customers.
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Appendix 1 - Wireless Data/Mobile Internet Bookmarks
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The Mobile Internet Report
 Deconstructing
the mobile Internet

 Quantifying
economics and value

A measured approach to
service adoption and pricing
yields annual US industry
revenues of nearly $15 billion
in five years, and $60 billion
in ten years. Mobile Internet
users should exceed wireline
Internet users by 2006.

 Wireless is
the ultimate media
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We dig into the risks and
opportunities for all the key
players: Internet portals, content
providers, wireless network
operators, wireless ASPs,
service providers, and
equipment manufacturers.

Wireless is transforming itself
from mobile voice to the
ultimate media. Applications,
personalization, connectivity,
and mobility are aligning to
make wireless the epicenter
of content and e-commerce.
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